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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN CO:5NTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1897.
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morning, with both Judge Breathitt
-seeet
and Commonwealth Attorney Garnett
-este present.
Theonly work of importance done
was the impaneling of the grand jury.
e•wee3
The following persons were sworn in :
Ben F. Johnson. John Buckner,
foreman; colored;
Clint H. Cayce. M. D. Davie,
W. W West, James Willis,
Alex Gilliland, S H. Harrison,
A. D. Grace, F. D. Weft,
Hoosie B. Clark. W. J. Waddlington.
Judge Breathitt's charge to the jury
was an able effort.
-••••  -.O.--
Miss Williams Very Ill.
Miss Susie Willie:es. who is well-
known in the; city, is seriously ill with
pnehruoida at her home roar Pembroke.
_ - -
At the baptist Church.
The Rev. Lansing oecopied the pulpit
of the Baptist church Sun. night and




Bright Loy-Say, ma, George Wash-
ington would believe anything,
wouldn't he?
Mother-What makes you think so?




-George Washington must have been
an awful tired man," said Jack.
"Tired? Why?" asked his either.
"It says here he couldn't lie," said
Jack. referring to his book. -When
I'm tired I CA11 lie down."-Harper's
Round Table.
Sunday .Aftersoon Marriage.
William McKinney, a well-known
young farmer of Todd county, and Miss
Sallie Grace, were united in marriage
at the home of the bride, near Bluff
Springs in the Northern part of the
county. at two o'clock Sunday after-
noon, Rev. J. 0. Smithson, of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, officiating.
Everybody Say So.
Caecarets Candy Cathartic, the most
wonderful medical discovery of the age,
pleasant and refreshing to the taste, act
gently and positively on kidneys, liver
and bowels, cleansing the entire system,
dispel colds, cure headache, fever, hab-
itual constipation and biliousness
Please buy and try a box of C. C. C. to-
day; 10, 25, 50 cents. Sold and guaran-
teed to cure by all druggists.
The Fact that Doctors
frequently advise change of air and cli-
mate to those tufferiug from catarrh is
nroof that catarrh is a local and climat-
ic disease. Therefore, unless you can
leave home and business, you should
use Ely's Cream Balm. Applied direct-
ly to :he seat of the disease, it effects
instant relief and satisfactory cure aft-
er short continuance. No mercury nor
injurious drug is contained in the Balm.
'Lige Likens Located.
Elijah Likens, who went crazy over
religion and who was sent to the West-
ern Kentucky Asylum about three
months ago, made his escape front the
authorities at that place last Saturday
night.
He arrived home at one o'clock Tues-




Prof. In. R. Hicks, wholesale and re-
tail dealer in weateer, says :
"We predict that the Central and
Southern parts of the country will have
their worst weather in February and
March. The deepest snows and worst
weather will probably be about the mid-
dle of March. Unseascinable weather
will continue until after the full moon
in April. Indications are that there
v. ill be much rain and severe frosts and
freezes until after April 20."
e
Emoke YourDon't Tobacco Epit end
Life Away.
If you want to quit tobacco rising eas-
ily and forever, be made well, strong,
magnetic, full of new life and vigor,
take No-To-Bac, the wonder-worker,
that makes weak men strong. Many
gain ten pounds in teu days. Over 40e,
000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac of your
druggist, under guarantee to cure, 50c
or $1.00. Booklet and sample mailed
free. Ad. Sterling Remedy Co., Chica-
go or New York.
HARD WORK TO MANAGE RIM.
A Crazy Man Who ExhibitedSorneCan-
tibali•tic Inclinations.
Sheriff Mason, of Logan county, and
Chief of Police Clevenger, of Russell-
ville, who last week conveyed John
Wheeler. a lunatic, to the WesteraKen-
tucky Asylum for the Insane, had great
difficulty in managing the man.
He had to be tied, handcuffed and a
base ball mask had to be placed over his
face to keep him from biting, as he
wanted to bite everybody and especially
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That Wants the 0. V.
According to the Madisonville Mail it
is said by a good many well posted meta
that the Illinois Central people are very
much mistaken if they expect to scoop
the 0. V. railway without any opposi-
tion. The Balttmore and Ohio South-
western people are very anxious to get
to Nashville and the far south, so when
the Ohio Valley is put up for sale they
will make an effort to purchase it and if
successful, the Telegram says, they will
have to build a few miles of track across
Union county to connect with their road
which ends at Shawneetown, Illinois,
just across the Ohio river from Casey-
ville in Union county. AS the Balti-
more and Ohio Seuthwestern is one of
l•-•e.1 the big roads of the country and is in
e:6
:2,. •
• • No matter which one of the two gets
,
good financial condition it will fielit the
Illinois Central considerably if it de-
termines to go after the Ohio Valley.
He staggered into the 
ert; 
edi-
torial room with a vy un-
certain gait and jag of wide
dimensions Closing on e
eve and getting a focus on
The Neigabonefs table, he
lurched forward. His right
foot deecribed a seini•circle
and when it filially landed
and helied seitticiently resov-
ered his balaneeto assume u
tolerably upright attitude
he discovered himself lean-
leg i gainst the book-case a ceuple of
yards away from the point he had
charge d on. He gazed wistfully at the
table, and then sorrowfully shook his
head. Life was too short to waste any
more energy.
'Kay, ol' fel," he gurgled, with a
sweer ing gesture, "been &Hu' "
"Ce ertainly. 'Al embetr or piece littera-
in Fp 11in' book 'tout :leiter Parley went
a fiat in' for to catch eheinu-thin' other?
That'. me. Caught ensitel fish, flesh
long," stretching his arms to their full
length.
"What kind of fish did you catch?"
A leok of infinite disgust smeared it-
self over his countenance.
'Vella' blame fool queielion. Now,
wha' kin' fish you 'apose would let fel'
in my condishon catch eru. Shackere,
COW Nothin' but situckers!''
Hi, side partner showed up about that
time, • nd using him for a crutch my
fisnertuan succeeded in ear epithet from
the reom to the salcon across the street.
!ILI
The elopement and marriage of Mrs.
Reike-Thoznpson•Boyd and Mr. Cliff
Burnt tt is not the first romantic episode
in the Rieke-Burnett families. Last
June Miss Clara Re ke and Mr. Emmet
Burnett eloped to Metropolis and were
mariied, and a few moetlis later Mrs.
Carrie Rieke, at one time wife of a flop-
kiusville citizen, eloped with Mn, (ims
Brine ti to Metropolis. Nrs. Lily Bur-
nett Las recently resided at Mrs. Gus
Burin tt's, and she and her new husband
v• ill contiune to reside. at the Burnett
family residence.
Thiee sisters married to three broth-
ers! Phew! but won't it be a hard job,
some of these days, to figure up re-
latioeahip !
11:I
Estimates for the inaugural snpper, I
notice, require the furnishing of 10,000
as•orted sandwitches, 8,000 chicken cut-
lets, 7.000 sweetbread patties, 300 gal-
lons of consomme soup, 400 gallons of
terra;-in, 800 gallons of chieken salad,
200 imam's of crab salad, 200 gallons of
lobster salad, 250 hams, 80.000 oysters,
200 teegues, 180 boned turkeys, 1,400
final I, of ice cream, lee gallons of Ho-
man punch, 250 pounds of cakes, 100
pounds of game patties and 200 gallons
of cutfee. This is supposed to be Butte
rime to feed 10,000 people, which is the
minimum attendance expectei.
net
A rnmber of local chappies will be
(tete sm.(' to learn that one of their idols
has married. Miss Lillian Borders and
Mr. Sam Young eloped from Keysburg
to Adam's Station, Tenn., last week
and were jokes(' in matrimony by the
Rev. A. F. Gordon. When the bride
attended college here a few years ago
two thirds of the chappies laid their
heal ts at her Shrine-and, now, she has
discarded the lot and married a country
boy! She is a beautiful and chin ming
girl, and her friends here wish her all
possible hapinees.
The "phantom party" given last Fri,
night at the residence of Col. Nick Ed-
am:Ale, on South Liberty sorest, by his
charming daughters, was a delightful
eeeetI me cif the eves...PS(1f the even'
ing Was dancing. 1 hose present were:
efeeese-
Alma Guinea, Eloise Nee on,
Beal eh Harried, Hettie Vanghn,
Pauene Crumbaugh, Minnie Arnisteed,
Nettie Shanklin, Cornie Green.
ran ie Green, Jennie Barr,
Jessie Howe, Fannie Barr,
Annie Smithson, Tonle Ware,
Sadie Mason, Nannie Byer',
Dora Lockhnrd, Lures Edmunds,













Toni Vancleve, Newt Nelson,
Pelay Cum:111411am Mrs. Phil Gaither,
el adieonv tile :
Mr. and Mrs. Ashby Edmunds.
.72 the Ohio Valley the people on that roacl
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While there's life there's hope. Some
VOLUME XXVII. NO. :17
DOINGS BOILED DOWN , of that part of Kmiec-ley. A fortune• wits left to the dererisei and his sister. THE FLOODS' DAMAGE.
The sister died severel years ago, leav-
ing all of the estate ti her brother. Mr. 1
Day Was a college giraduate. Through
The History Of a Day In speculations, he lost his fortune, and for Much Valuable Property
the past ten yeais litas been compelled
to earn his living by gnanual labor. He Swept Away
came to Kansas Citrabout fifteen years
ago. For the past few years he has




Breezy Notes Concerning Local Meters Coro
denied for Qui .k Reading.
Mr. Gordon Hanbery has been ap-
pointed Constable mu the Lafayette
Magisterial district to succeed W. T.
Brame, deceased.
+ +
Mr. W. H. Ryan, eh° hive been ncting
as deputy assessor several months has
been oppsiiiited deputy sheriff and has
taken the oath of office.
+ + +
Not less than one hundred people
are expected to attend the Southern
Kentucky Medical Association e hich
meeta In this city April 14-15.
:
Mr. Thomas Moore and family who
haee been needing in Pemboike for
several months have gone to Portland,
Tenn elicir old home, to locate.
1.5$
Mr. J. I. Moore, who has been a resi-
dent of Fairview eeverel years, last
week went to Woodville, this State,
which he will make his future home.
t + +
Christein county i r muses to be the
banner county for nein iages this sear.
Since the first day of January the Coun-
ty Clerk ha.; issued, On an average, one
License to marry every day, Sunday in-
cluded.
t t +
A sentence of three years in the peni-
tentiary e as imposed by a Clarksville
jury het week upon Henry Cherry for
forging a check, signing the name of
Chiles Barker, a prominent Southern
Koutucky planter.
- -
RE P OR I: OE THE LOCAL faa.EIKET.
The Mai ket Last Week Opened up
Strong and Active.
The market opened up strong and ac-
tive with fair efferings for the ecason.
More of the new crop than at any time
this year with a full board cif buyers,
the bidding was very active and prices
good considering the quality, as it show-
ed nothing above a Common leaf. The
Lags very counnon indeed.
Old tobaccos were eery strang and 1.„
to lc higher for leaf, while Lugs are
strong at former prices. Receipts are
ickiug up and will soon have larger
breaks.
Receipts for week
Receipts for year  
Sales for week  






Lugs, common  80 to $1 50
Medium  . 1 75 to 2 50
Leaf, common  3 00 'to 5 50
" Medium 6 00 to 800
ow STOCK.
Lugs. common 1 00 to 1 75
•• Medium  200 to 3 00
3 00 to 4 t.0
Leaf, mat,- 
" Medium illterra SI





A HALF MILLION REPRESENTED.
The Names of the Men Who Signed Mac
Taliaferro's Bond.
The aggregate wealth of the men who
signed F. M. Taliaferro's bond amounts
to not leas than half a million dollars.
Among the signers is McDonald
O'Brien, father of Mrs. Tadaferro.
Public seutituent appears to favor Day's
slayer.
The bondsmen are: H. G. Petrie, D.
B. Smith, W. F. Taylor, T. D. Jamison,
1'. S. eltiaims, W. M. Ware, Geo.eliunn,
W. L. Kimerough, A. F. Rodgers, Rob-
ert Graham, E. S. Frankel, Newton
Moore, I'. 0. Dnffy, W. II. Simons, Mc-
Donald O'Brien, John 0. McReynolds,
C. H. O'Brien John W. Lockert and E.
of these poor old maids, who for the G. Leeee.
last thirty years have been praying oft-
elan than Daniel did in hopes of getting
po.vidence to steer a sneceptable mart
in their r etch, may yet see their fond-
est desire realize. All sorts of new laws
are being enacted in this end-of-the-cen-
tney time, and some fool legeslator
may pi t a bill pa -Fell like the case in the
A rentive Republic, which makes war-
n:tee almost compulteny.
A law has been introduced, the first '
clause of which reads
.•Young celibates of either sex
ss ho shall winout legitimate motive re-
ject the addresses of him or her who
may appire to her or his hand, and who
eoetiuue contumaciously unmarried,
shall pay the sum of :PO piastres for the
benefit of the young person, man or we.
man, who has Lev so refused."
ilt1
The Hon. William Jennings Bryan
will lecture at the Tabernacle in Nash-
ville, March In, for the Woman's Board
of the Centennial. and there is hardly a
quieten' but what the immense buildiug
will be fillet to ovetttow.
'lime ladies have secured reduced rates
oii all the railroads and are working
ith a will to make the affair a success
as it surely will be.
Sunday's Courier-Journal prints a
pieture of Christian county's School
Saperintendent and says:
-Miss Kattie McDaniel was elected
Superintendent in Christian county in
1e93, defeating Prof. S. L. Frogge, one
of the best known educators in the
State, by 1,000 votes. She was renomi-
nated at the Republican primary yes-
t +day. As the head of the county
schools she has given eminent sat isfac-
non. She has visited all the schools
regularly, worked hard and faithfully,
and no one has done more to advances
the cause of education. Miss McDaniel
has a vigorous intellect, a winning per:
sonality, and a plesisant appearance.She
is promineut in social, religious amid ba-
',Mese circles. She has been engaged in
educat.onal work for fourteen years.
e -4.---
Bcw aro of Ointments for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury,
see mercury will surely destroy the sense
of smell and completely deraege the
whole system when entering it through
the mucous surfaces. Such articles
'Mould never be used except on prescrip-
tions; from reputable physiciaus, as the
damage they will do is ten feed to the
good you can possibly derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, niftaufactured by•
acting dir eitly upon the blood and ntu-,
eons surfaces of the system. In buying
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get the
genuine. It is taken internally and
made in Toledo. Ohio, by F. J.Oh"niey
/ Hall's Family Pills are the best.
ASSIGNMENT AT CLARKSVILLE.
II. A. Current, Flail:dna. Mill Man. File
a Deed of Trust.
H. A. Cerrent, of. Clarksville, filed a
a deed of trust, uaniing C. B. Lyle,
trustee. Saturday. Mrs. Sallie Current
and the Neuthern Bank are made pre-
ferred creditors After this the proceeds
of the property are to be prorated
among his other eraditors. The trustee
is to dispose of the property and settle
up the affairs. The property consists of
a lot on Current street, South Clarks-
ville, upon which there is a mortgage
held by It,-D. Moseley of $1,1e0; plan-
ing mill, engines, boiler, mill stock, etc.,
on Commerce street and river; a toe
of ninety-one acres of land in the lleeth
District of the county ; a lot on Dorch
street, South Clarksville, and all his
books and amounts.
The trustee is to first pay Mrs. Sallie
Current, his wife, a note of $2,000 and
the Northern Bank a note of of $450;
then the remainder of the proceeds of
the property are to be prorrted among
the following creditors; Elder Bros..
hardware, $50; Clarksville Lumber
Company $100; Mrs. C. Halliburton,
$200; G. H. Sanders, $75; J. A. Fay &
Egan Company, $75; L. A. Monroe $30;
J. W. Marbrough, VS; Drane & Co.,
$10; Jadlei MCD011111d, V; Kendrick &
Runyon, $170; Keesee & Northington,
$10, and Southern Building & Loan As-
sociation, of Knoxville, about COO.
A.• •
Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey is an im-
portant addition to the het of the
world's most valuable medicines. Harm-
less in its nature, yet almost infallible
• in its action, it is undoubtedly the most
efficarions means known to-day ef cur-
ing roughs, colds and kindred diseases
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
e awe- - -
ONCE A CITIZEN OF TRENTON.
Ze. Co. Testimonials free
Sold by druggi4ts, price The per bottle.
Death of W. E. Day Who Lost &Fortune
at Speculation.
William E. Day, once a wealthy
Southerner, died Sunday at St. Marga-
ret's Hospital, in Kansas City, Kits., of
consumption, says the Kansas City
Journal. The deceased was about thir-
ty-seven years of age and unmarried3
He seas removed to the hoepital about
Political Points.
AND MANY LIVES LOST.
Nearly All Streams In
The Madisonville Mail asks in all se-
riousness, -What bath become o'
FranktiS" The OwensboTh Messenger
unfeelingly ma 'it', :;"Frahl:si Franks;
why it does ht".“il wt. have 'lard that
Ow name before." ,
Dr. Clardy, our preeent Cotessman,
has at least °tie virtne--he at nds the
sessions of Congress d votes on the
many questions whidh come up for con-
sideration. Froni th u empty seats seen
there each day iitts ie more than can be
said of the rimier:ay of Congressmen.-
Henderson Gleaner.
The negotiations for a fusion between
the Democrats and Populists are now
prectically at an Hid in Hopkins, and
no fusion will be arranged. The Popu-
lists want four °nixes, County Judge,
ASS ssor. Jailor midi Representative, as
it condition of union with the Demo-
crats, which was refused by the Demo-
cratic committee. The counter offer
that the Populists come into the prima-
ries under the iceestee was also refused.
The leader of the , party in leopkins
county, the Hon. .11ervey R. Bairlard,
sail to-day that the pops. would meet
On March 15 and nominate a full coun-
ty ticket, and could ncit entertain fusion
propositions from any party.
, -.....- .,......-
*•Misia After Office.
Following is a list,-probably not com-
plete, of women candidates for Superin-
tendent of the counties named, with the
politics of the aspiraiit : Carroll coun-
ty, Mrs. Lucia B. Smith, Democrat;
Elliott, Mrs. Al. Rice, Republican; Rob-
ertson, Mrs. J. W. lillar, Republican;
Graves, Mrs. Lizzie:tee:Goodwin, Demo-
n-rat; Hopkins, Miss Sallie Brown Dem-
ocrat; Union, Miss vit Harris, Demo-
crat; Henderson, Miss Mary' Sasseen,
Democrat; Mason, ,Mrs. Clara Keyes
Allen, Democrat. aed Mies Mary P.
Chambers, Republican; Henry, Miss
Rosalie Jesse, Democrat; Bourbon, Miss
Kate Edgar, DemoCret : Clark, Miss
Nora Wilierson, Democrat, and Miss
Cora Nelson, Democrat; Madison, Mo.
John Williamson, Dentoerat ; Washing-
ton, Mrs. Louiae! R. Saunders,
independ• nt ; Christian, Miss Katie
McDaniel, Republican ; Jessamine,
Mrs. Mary H DeaneeDernocrat ; Larne,
Mks Cattie Howell, !Demoerat ; Mont-
taomery, Miss Mary . Anderson, Dem-
ocrat; Mahlenberg, iss Nannie Jones.
Republican; Trimael, Miss Ida M. Ab-
bot, Democrat; Speneer, Miss Lucy V.
West, Democrat; Odliam, Miss Lucy
M. Biakemore, Demeerat ; Logan, Mrs.
A. K. Broderson, Delmnerat ; Franklin,
Mies Lucy P. Pattie, Democrat.
In Calwell conuty 'Miss Naueie Cat-
lett, who has beeu a kelverite candidate.
has withdrawn from the race.
TOUCHING - THE TILL.
ed Sunday.
William E. Day was at one time a
wealthy resident of Trenton, Ky. He
inherited his wealth from his parents,
who died many years ago. The Day
Well-Known Sport Put Be-
L.-4 the Bars.
ROBBED THE LACEYS.
Citizen Exchanges Shots With a Thief-Other
Local News.
Somebody has been robbing the cash
drawer in Lacy & Lacy's saloon. For
several weeks cash was short, every
morning, from a few cents to several
dollars, and the proprietors of the place
were unable to accomit for the disap-
pearance of the money. The amount
lost this way aggresiates over $100.
Fri. night, when the saloon was clos-
ed up, Pink Nolen iecreted himself in
the room and awaited developements.
Soon after the salociniets left, Jim Mor-
ris, a well-known local sport, cautiously
entered the room a4d went to the cash
drawer, opened it jand extracted some
money. He softly flushed in the drawer
and started te make his exit.
Mr. Nolen covered Morris with a pis-
ton and the latter submitted to arrest
quietly. Mr. Nolen turned him over
to the police. Three dollars were mis-
sing from the cash drawer and this
much money was found in Morris'
pocket.
SHOT A HOLE THROUGH HI3 HAT,
Mr. S. W. Olvey add a Chicken Thief
Have a Duel iWith Pistols.
Mr. S. W. Olviey had an exciting
experience Seturdat morning.
Ile was awakehed about four o'clock
by a noise in the rear yard of his resi-
dence on Campbell' street. He picked
up his pistol and went out on the buck
porch.
A man ran from the hen house and
started toward theiback fence. Mr. 01-
vey took a shot at the flying figure and
the fellow's hat feil vie.
The chicken-th ef jumped over the
fence. Then he pulled a pistol and fired
at Mr. Olvey. Beeore the latter could
return the fire, the man had disappear-
ed.
Ile left a sack nod his hat in the yard.
The hat has a hole in it made by the
bullet from Mr. 0 vs-1's pistol.
LESTE1{i'S REPORT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Ky .,,Feb. 19.-9:40 p. ni.
--Inspector Leste 's report on the affairs
of the Eddyville i4eniteutiary is put-dish-
ed in the Courier-Journal this niorning.
The ducumeut is most severe on Warden
Happy, accusing him of loose tiusiness
methods, negligence and lack of proper
discipline. Deputy Warden Beard is
also criticised. The Inspector quotes as
an apt simile the statement of a guard
that the prison resembles a "widow wo-
man's farm." He says, after making I
many charges in detail, that Warden
Happy has not instituted a single re-
form, and that 'something should be
done for the better conduct of the insti-
tution. Couvic is are allowed danger-
ous liberties, one has been twice seen
drunk on the tiqesets of Eddyville, time
prison property ;is ileglected and ec•




[SPECIAL 110 NEW ERA]
Louisville, Ky . , Feb. 22.-2:15 p. m
-Telegrams received from numerous
points show that 11 Kentucky streams4
I
are dangerously li h.
Many bridges hive been swept away
by floods. 
ii
All trains in Elstern Kentucky are
delayed.
Damage to property is extensive.
ENTIRE FAMIILY DROWNED.
[SPECIAL Ito NEW ERA)
Middlesborough Ky., Feb. 22.-Late
news from Tazew$1, Tenn., states that
James Cherwell, etife and children were
drowned in Poweirs river. The flood
bnrst over the barilt and caught them in
their house, whir was swept away.
IiISAN ' RAINS.
[SPECIAL fro NEW Keel
Lancaster, 'eye!Feb. 22.-It has been
ruining here atm+ steadily for the past
twenty-four hours!, and it is estimated
that five or Fix inehes of rain has fallen
Title is the heaviest rainfall here in
years. Reports fitom the country say
the steams are svfollen and there has
.been considerable id am a ge.
STRE4M HIGH.
. [SPECIAL 0 SEWERS]
Pineville, Ky • eb. 22.-2 p. m.-The
i
mountain streams!are higher than ever
L teknown in the hist ry of the Sta.
Already great d age has been done.
It is reported that kwo men were crown-
ed near here this inorning. One is be-
lieved to be a reveinne. officer.
It is rumored thht several persons in
the county hare lost their lives by
drowning.
CLOUDEURS IN KENTUCKY.
[SPECIAL 0 NEW ERA]
Middlesborough Ky., Feb. 22.-A
cloudburst at 2 t'clock this moi:uisliez
flooded the lowerf portion of town and
drove fifty families
 from their homes.
The Cumberlaud 'ap railroad tunnel, a
mile long, caved 4n at both ends. The
Louisville & Nashville tracks are under
water and no trains arrived to-clay.
BOOMS BRE K AT IRVINE.
[SPECIAL o NEW ERA]
Irvine, Ky., F b. 22.-The river is
very wild at th' point and is rising
rapidly. Brashw d and uprooted trees
are running at a te not often equaled
in the memory f old citizens. The
boom of the Pet a Lumber Company
was torn out, bu was caught, and at-
tempts to repair are being made. The
•••
threatened by thi wild rueh of the wa-
ters. A large fo e of men is at work.
PEOPLE IN 4REAT DANGER.
[SPECLU TO NEW ERA]
Morgantown, Iy., Feb. 22.-1 :30 p.
in.-Owing to th heavy rains of last
night and 
yesterit 
ay, Green River has
overflowed its bafiks. .
Tho low lands fre covered with water
many feet deep.
Manylamilies litre in great danger.
At Woodbury tibia morning a white
raftsman was dréwned.
CARLI, E'S PLANS.
[SPECIATIj TO NEW ERA]
Washington, ij. C ,Feb, 19.-1 :35 p.
m.-The Hon. J hn G. Carlisle will go
to Covington aft r the fourth of March
to reside.
This is a certainty, He has no inten-
tion whatever, t locate elsewhere, but








in the press roo
ice-.
Six persons re badly injured by an
explosion of gas liue. Two of these per-
sons, the foreman and the mailer, are
believed to be fatally injured.
It looked for awhile like the building
would be burnee, but the fire was ex-
tinguished before much damage 'was.
done.
many years.
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ee 're New mai
b. 20.-Senator Thus-
a, in an interview to-S4
to the international
ted Spanish soldiers to
American vessels in
avaua, that if he were
an American vessel he
it it, no matter what the
Ho' defied international
a nation had to enforce
✓ objections in certain
d said that the United
erfnl enough to make an
aw that would prevent
f American vessels.
N FAVORS WAR.
IAL TO NEW ERA]
eb. 22.--The Journal this
the following statements
or Sherman at Washing-
in the course of an inter-
to the death in Cuba of
aiz :
e are true, as reported
citizens are being mur
in cold blood, the only
end to the atrocities is to
Spain.
_
Olney may pursue, but this is no las. car
a question of belligerency, b ti me or
the foul murder of an American citizen
held as a euspect.
"We have already recognized Cuba's
belligerency by an act of Congress pass-
ed last tension, but we have not recog-
nized independence.
"We have a right to interfere if eith-
er Spain or Cuba fails to carry on ci*
lized warfare, though the death-of Rigs
is quite another matter."
_ea
THE WETS WINS.
[seeceee eia NEW ERA]
Owensboro, Ky Feb. 20-10:30a, ni4
-1 he voters of Owenebore and Davies.
county decided the liquor question yes-
terday and the -wets" won. The ,ea-
jority for the saloon side in the city is
placed at 400. Returns from the connty
Increase this nutuber to 600. About 6,-
000 votes were polled, e.000 less than at
the November election.
HE NAMES HANNA.
[SPECIAL TO SEW ERA)
Columbus, Ohio, Feb. 22.-Governor
Bushnell, has furnished the folloy ing
stateineet to the United Associated
Presses :
"It was my intention to make no an-
nouncement in relation to the action I
would take in the matter of an appoint-
ment to fill the prospective vacancy in
the Ohio representation in the United
States Senate until the vacancy actual-
ly existed, but on account of the mani-
fest interest of the people and their de-
sire to know what will be done, I deem
It best to make the following states
ment
"When Senat tr Sherman resigns to
enter the Cabinet of Prasideut McKin-
ley, I will appoint to succeed him the
Hon. Marcus A. Hanna, of Cayahoga
county, to serve until his successor is
chosen by the legislature of this - State.
I think this action will meet with the
approval of the people.
"(Signed, As A BUSHNELL."
HAPPY MRS. HARRISON.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Indianapolis, Feb. 22.-At 5 :30 o'clock
yet terday morning a baby girl weighing
el, pounds was born to Mr. and Moe
Benjamin Harrison. Dr. Henry Jame-
son was the attending physician. -Moth-
er and child are doing well. Mrs.
Lieut. Parker, of New York, is with her
sister, Mrs. Harrison. Mr. and Mrs.
Harrison were married in St. Thomas'
Church, New York, Apiril 6. 1896. The
ex-President is in his sixty-fourth year.
THE MODERN MOTHER
Has found that her little ones are im-
proved more by the pleasant Syrup of
Figs, when in need of the laxative effect
of a gentle remedy than by any other,
and that it is more acceptable to them.
Children enjoy it and it benefite them.
The true remedy, Syrup of Figs, is
manufactured by the California Fig
Syrup Company only.
- -
THE NEWS OF THE DAY
Lives Lost In a Railroad
Wreck.
CANEA BOMBARDED.





Ohio road near this




Three traiusmen were seriously in-
jured.
None of the pas.sengers were badly
hurt, though several were considerably
bruised.
NEW ERA
Feb. 2e -2:30 p.
the Chesapeake &





sPitclAL TO NEW ERA]
New Rork, Feb. 22.-2 :15 p. in.-A
cablegram from Canea states that sev-
eral persons were killed this morning by
a bombardment by an English manestf-
war.
The fleets of the powers have also
bombarded the insurgent positions in
the vicinity of Canea. No details of
the bombardment are given.
The dispatch adds that the Greek dis-
patch Lost Peineios has exchangedshote
with a Turkish frigate but in this case
also details are lacking and both reports
are accepted under reserve.
It is reported that seven hundred
Greeks and a number of pieces of artil-
lery have been landed at Kisamo bay.
A British torpedo boat stopped the
Greek steamer Laurinm, wheel was
landing provisions and munitious of
war at Kolyrubar bay and escorted her
to Canea. The excitement in Athens
continues without abatement and the
popular voice is loud for war if the an-
nexation of ('rete to Greece can be ob-
tained in no other way. The populace
demand that no attention be paid to the •
warnings and demands of the Powers,
but that Greece maintain her position
in defiance of Europe.
YERKES IN COMBINE.
[emcees, To NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C., Fe-b, e2.-e-2 :20 p.
in.-It is announced authoritat irell
that Yerkes is in the combine which
caused Col. Gary, of Mare laud, to get a
Cabinet job.
Col. Gary is to be Postineeter General
and Yerkee will be PostinasterDistribn-
tor in Kentucky.
LEO'S NINETEENTH.
[SPECIAL TO NEW Eats I
Rome. Feb. 22.-The Pope yr eterday
received a large number of dietiegnieh-
ed personages, who visitee his holiness
for the purpose of congratulating him
upon the nineteenth aneivensary ef his
accession to the thraue of St. Pit r
The Best Salve' 
inArti;eica.iva,4.:171- jr Outs,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Sa•t laileam,
Fever Sores, 'retter, t. retyped leen&
Chilblains, °erns and ael lQu 'Erup-
tions, and positively ••ures Piles. or no
pay required. It is 3:11')•rit. t.41 to give
perect sattstaeion or ft:funded.
Prife 25 melte per bee. Fer tenle byeR,
t what course Secretary I




F. J. Cheney & 00., Toledo, 0., contains I ME Week• ago, and, after ling
ering be-
:no andis takniniterually,I tween life and death since then, expir•
1'11E NEW FRA I 
Crete and Ceiba are. both email, but
A. they are creating abut stir in the world.
—PUBLISHED BY- The hardest tea confronting the Re-
New printing & rablish,gca publican party is to find out what it be-Ilexes on the money question.
0FF10E:-New Era Building, Seventh
este et, near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
a teed at the postotnee In Ilopkinsville
As second-Glass mall matter.
- ADVERTISING RATES:-
exie inch, first Insertion   $ IN)
.one inch. one Month.  3 me
sine tacit, three months  etc
-One inch, six tnonth. 
Anie Inch, one year  15 iS)
Additional rates may be had by applies-
:ikon at the office.
Transient advertising must be paid for'in
*cavalier.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted without spec-
ified tone will be charged for until ordered
Announcements of Marriage. and Deaths.
bid exceeding tive lines. and notices of
preaching published gratis.
Obituary Moaner. Resolutions of Respect,
seidother similar notices, rive cents per line.
- CLUSBING RATES: -
The W /MELT Maw EitA and the following
paper one year:
Weekly Cineincinnati Enquirer. 
W eekl lofts Republic  175
;,tobe-Deuacerat.  III
Weekly Nash Ole nun.  171
_Homo and k'arni 
Ciecurt COURT—First Monday in June
stnd fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
ARTIRLY CoURT —Second Mondays
in January. April, July and October.
FISCAL COURT—First Tuesday in April
and October.
CONTI COCET—First Monday in every
month.
The Wilson bill has brought the Unit-
ed States an order for 15,000 cavalry
suits for the Mexican army. Wonder
how many foreign orders will be receiv-
ed under-the new McKinley bill?
If the Christians in Crete get the
worst of it in the present trouble they
ought 'not to complain, as it appears
very clearly that they were the aggress-
ors. For once the Turks didn't begin
the row.
The Russian Bear and the British
Lion are showing their teeth considera-
bly over the Cretan affair, but then that
has to be done occasionally in order that
it may never occur to the tax-payers of
Europe that they might be able to get
along with smaller standing armies.
Aluminum has almost entirely rep lac -
ad tin in the manufacture of articles for
the French army. Canteens, cups.
cooking utensils, etc., made of alumi-
num alloys can, by means of stamping
and spinning, be made entirely without
soldered joints, and, however crushed
and in service, can readily be hammer-
ed back into shape.
The as srage winch is over seven feet
high, _ .. between 250 and 30o
ponces si lives about ?seventy years
Its • •r • try food is alfalfA hay and sti-
es- e and its apetite is not very
esege. The feed for one cow would sup
port ten ostriches. • The digestion of
an outride" is an illusion to the fact
that the long legged bird has a habit of
picking up pebbles, . ground bones and
other hard substances, which are used
to grind the food in his stomach.
_
A London court has recently done
sec. t !nog to settle the social status of
ar. models. A young woman
e • es at salt for breach of promise
A .s6 a man who had promised to
ir-, aer. but had been alarmed by the
es • ir tnstead of sitting for the
we. is. had also sat for the fig-
• ,ign not without drapery. The
eeess .f the court was that she was
to damages. A prejudice
ag.ie st models is rather odd in a gener-
et, • which has gone daft over Tnlby.
,..siring of the rumor that American
peter mills on a large scale are to be heedleettieneriewefeWeseettestsege.tIr
established near .esieetilneeearee ns'aejireeergo to the polls and elect honest, eon-_
Louisiana claims to have the largest
farm in the world ; it is one hundred
miles long by twenty-five miles broad.
If our new warships prove as trouble-
some in war as they are in peace, we
may hardly expect mach glory on thti
water.
elIf Mr. McKinley can shut off tree!
from Canada, that country can just ail
easily shut off our trade. The tariff ie
1a barbarous weaponehat is sure to en
both ways.
The Cincinnati Times-Star says
"With 400 chair factories in the mutt
try turning out 36,000,000 chairs a year
the practice of sitting down on peopli
IS inexcusable."
Prince George of Greece once save(
the life of the present Czar .of Russia
Prince George's future kingdom is id
danger and the Czar seems to be sensi
ble of the obligation of gratitude.
As long as Virginia reports the largest
cabbage crop in the history of the &atop
who cares a copper as to whether or no
Weyler refuses to allow the tine Cubat
tobaco to be shipped from his island?
The Linea/ City Times remarks that
with the new woman away from home
all day and the new man away hole
home all night the children will have
chance to acquire the habit of self-relit
azice.
Utah may be able to erect a marbll.
statue to Brigham Young, but if it aj
tempted to thus honor all of his wives *
would not only bankrupt the State, bait
exhaust all the marble quarries of the
world.
To say the least of it, those politica*
prophets who are declaring that one
Legislature will convene in extra seassioe
on April the first have selected a most
nauspicioaa date, but after all it mat
be appropriate.
LIt looks very much as if the Unitee 
States would very soon-like all Gaul-e-
lse divided into three parts. one part stal-
ing to Havemeyer, one to Arbuckle
and the other to Rockefeller. Thee
will come the great struggle among the
three as to which one should gobble et
all.
In confessing to his intention of gee+
abroad for such a purpose as that If
water drinking in Germany, Mr. Ric -i
ard Croker has doubtless doubly ante -
onized the Tammany vote in his rum) -
-•d candidacy for the Mayoralty of
Greater New York, says the St. Lou
Republic.
Careful weighing shows that an ordi-
nary bee, not loaded, weighs the five-
thousandth part of a pound, so that t
take" 5,000 bees to make a pound. Btit
the loaded bee, when he comes in fresh
from the fields and flowers, freightee
with honey or bee-bread, weighs nearly
three times more.
A great many people have no choice
as to an especial kind of base burnee,
but everybody is "down on" the laced-
diary. Arson should be punishable by
death in every State in the Union, be-
(liege the person guilty of the offense is
willing to commit murder and general-
ly runs the risk of it.
Of the 3.300 original books by Amer-
can authors published in 1896 the sue-
ject if law leads with 548 new work",
while education and language together
got es7, and literary history and mis-
cellany follow with 353. It appeaets
from this that the lawyers turned the*
attention to authorship more than any
other class.
.tf•tr.%4 ey such an enterprise should not
keed "English paper-mak era." it is
• "have for years striveu in vain to
elan :if •C rife a paper possessing the
0, Id. is if an American printing paper
• .V.h iCh are so highly prized by the
• sad bookbinder; while it ia ne-
e:metes *:-at during the past few years a
vers- ,are- and increasing trade has been
dee-, -(es'. in the ex port of American
ne ;.,:iper to this country."
The hurt buffalo in the State of Utah
was kees. hunting party the other
day _.•• had lived fifteen
yi.tars ai, A .,,Pe Island, in Great Salt
Lake aides from the mainland.
Hoe- t • ' ei) got there no one knows.
Auteese • . is about ten miles wide
and tws:esefive miles long, and is in-
habitee fsw stockmen. They did not
molest l.mffalo so long as he behaved
but recently he became cross and attack-
ed the stockmen several times. He had
also killed numerous dogs and a few
horses, and so his death was decreed.
A party was formed a Salt Lake City
and a hunt was begun after the fierce
animal. Wrier' found he charged his
pursuers and pursued two of them more
than a mile. Then reinfoermenta came
and a fusillade of bullets ended the life
of the old warrior. His renew weighed
2,500 pounds and the hair on his head
was twelve inches long and so thickly
matted that a ballet could not enter the
skull. Some years ago a number of fe-
male buffalo were turned loose on the
island, but the one recently killed refus-
ed to associate with them and continued
to live in solitude.
- - - -
The New York Twice-a-Week World,
in speaking of the appointment as In-
surance Commissioner of Lou Payn, the
most notorious corrupt politician in that
State, says -In spite of the political
degredation illustrated in the Payn ap-
pointment, self-government i not a
failnee in New York, But it would be
if the moral and political standard of
the people were not higher than that of
the man they have been unfortunate
enough to elect Governor" Even Gov-
ernor Black's own party cried out as if
with one voice against the appointment
of Lou Payn, who for years was the
most notoriously unscrupulous of all the
'obi:gest@ that the big insuranee com-
panies had in their service. The man
is now the Commissioner who is sup-
posed to watch those insurance com-
panies that he served for so many years.
As long as Payn is in office the insur-
ance companies will do as they please,
the people will have no protection what-
ever nor will they have any confidence
in the reports of the companies, which
shows that the companies made a mis-
take in having Payn appointed to the
Commissionership. Although every Re-
publican in the State was opposed to the
appointment of Payn and many of them
signed protests against it before hand,
yet when the nomination was sent to
the Senate not on* of them had the
backbOset to wolf againiit confirming it.
Amami et Ointments for detarrh That
Contain Mercury,
.--- will surely destroy the semis
I completely derange the
watee e when entering it through
the ;. ,s surfaces. Such articles
- be used except on prescrip-
tions '7. Imitable physicians, as the
claraae. will do is ten fold to the
good v . postibly derive from them.
Rail" .,--n Cure, manufactured by
F J tie), & Co., Toledo, 0 contains
no rn,.r ury, and is taken internally,
actine . 7 eetly upon the blood and mu-
cous se ^ of the system. In buying
He. 4 at.trrti Cure be sure you get the
ge.,,,tne. It is taken internally and
reeee in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney
er Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by gi ta, price 75c per bottle.
hail's Family Pills are tile best.
The people of this country have only
themselves to blame for the existence cif
the trusts that are daily and hourly
robbing them, for they have in their
scientions men to office and trues would
soon be thing of the past.
A large cave in the vicinity of Flat
Rock, 0., was partially explored for the
first time a few days ago. The exploit-
ing party found that the cave is divided
into many chamber's, the largest being
at least 1,000 feet long and 100 feet
wide. In another stalactites of crystal'
clearness were discovered. Each chani-
ber was lower than the former one, and
alter going 3,000 feet progress wah
blocked by a stream of water about 50
feet in width, which is as cold as ice-
With limited supplies the party was uni:
able to explore farther.
_
It is indeed strange that so many hnni.
deeds of thousands of voters will go te
the polls and for the sake of a few doe
lam oath in hand sell their votes to the
trusts, which get back all of those few
dollars in a single month by increaaine
prices and will then continue to re5
them without mercy for the remainine
twelve months in the year, getting doz
ens of times over again the money that,
they paid those men for their votee
One can understand how that could
happen once, or even twice, but how
can happen at each and every electionl
year after year is something that paass!
eth all understanding. Those people
ought long since to have , seen that rid
matter how big a price they received foe
their votes they were bound to be thd
losers by the deal-from a financial
standpoint alone, to say nothing of the'
moral feature of the cane.
Great efforts are being made to induce
the Magatachusetts Legislature to pate al
broad wagon-tire bill in the interest o
good roads. The roads are cat up au
ruined in many cases by hauling heavv!
loads over them in wagons with heavy./
narrow tires. The wide tires pack anti
solidify the ground and the more thel
hauling done and the heavier the loads,'
the better will the road-beds becontie, Itl
looks very strange that it should require(
any hard work to induce any Legisla-
ture to pass such a bill. Every State in
the Union ought to have a broad WaWorl
tire law, as it could not help Raving
much money to the farmers and in that
way to the whole people, as everybody
has to buy the farmers' products!, which
he would-if he had good reads-be able
to put on the markets at lees cost to him
self and therefore could sell to the con-
sumer at a lower price, %bath would
benefit the consumer by enabling him to
buy more and benefit the farmer by en-
abling him to sell more in markets close
to him. There is nothing that pays
better than having good roadie and a
community that pays little attention to
its public highways stands greatly in its
own light.
- -
When they pet a man in jail he can
not follow his natural inclinations. He
can not eat what he wants to-he is lim-
ited to a very frugal diet. Is it not
equally true of a dyspeptic? For all of
the real enjoyment he gets out of life,
he might as well be in jail. He can not
eat what he likes, nor enough. He suf-
fers much, gets little sympathy. At
first., perhaps a little heaviness in the
ssomach. a little sourness, windy belch-
in g@ and heartburn; headaches and bill-
iosanees and • foul taste in the mouth
in the morning. Chronic constipation
is almost inevitable, and means that the
body is holding poisonous, impure mat-
ter that should be gotten rid of. The
poison is being reabsorbed into the
clood anti the whole body. Impurity in
the blood may lead to almost any di-
sease. Constipation is the start of it
all. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant ereillets cure
constipation, cure it pea it stays cured.
No other remedy in the world will do
that.
Send 21 cents in one-cent stamps to
World's DiseenearyMedical Aseoeiation,
Buffalo, N. Y., and reeeive Dr. Pierces
1006 page Common Souse Medical Ad-
visee, illustrated.
THE DIFFERENCE.
The difference between the Adminis•
tration and Gen. Lee is that the General
considers the American flag to be some-
thing more than a were rag, while the
Administration doesn't. General Lee Americans
is right. the American citizens shiould
have the same rights In Cuba that
the citizens of Great Britain and other
nations have, but they de not,-simply
because such fellows as Cleveland and
Gluey have been the slaves of Wall
street and have refused to force foreign
nations to respect our flag-because it
might bring about war talk and in that
way cause a flurry in the stock market
in Wall street. We will, however, soon
be rid of that pair and it is to be hoped
that their successors will be letter,
though we fe r they Win not be by any
means what they ought to be. There
was a time, tbough, when our flag was
respected, but that was back in the
times when the solid, honest and fear-
less old Jeffersoniau Democrats. men
who did not belong body and soul to the
money-changers, were in charge of the
ship of state, but the mongrel gangs
that have managed the ship for the last
thirty-five years or more have been wor-
shipers of money and slaves of the
money power and they have almost
wrecked the old vessel. But let us all
hope that our country has reached the
lowest point it will ever see and that,
though the next few years may not be
what they should be, the course will be
forward rather than backward and that
in time our flag may be respected as the
integrity as well as the commercial im-
portance of the nation shale entitle it to
Governor Bushnell admits that he
will apeoint Hanna to succeed Sher-
man, but it was ageless for him to de-
clare that at no time sine the matter
was first brought up had he ever
thought of the name of any man but
Hanna in connection with the place.
The public knows full well that for
some time Gov. Bushnell did think of
other men for the place, in fact, that as
late as the Zaneeville banquet to the
Ohio Republican League Clubs he
thought of others and that it is since
that event that the deal was made
whereby Harms is to become Sherman's
successor in the Senate. The public
knows that the appointment, when it
shall be officially made, will be the re-
sult of a deal between the two Ohio
gangs and nothing that Bushnell can
say a ill make any difference.
The builders and owners of the fa-
mous Great Eastern. the largest craft
ever afloat, lost heavily by that enter-
prise, and when the great bulk went to
the junk dealers a few years ago it was
believed that the experiment of a gi-
gantic vessel would never be repeated.
This was a mistake. The art of ship-
building, especially in the great ocean
liners, has made rapid advances within
the past few years, and now the White
Star Steamship company has contracted
for a gigantic passenger steamer which
is to be considerably larger than the
Great Eastern.
To see how some people can strain at
a gnat and the next moment swallow a
camel one has only to look at the Popu-
list Legislature of Colorado, which has
an even hundred members and which
has provided itself with a hundred and
thirty-seven clerks and minor officials.
When one Populist legislator turns him-
self loose he can think of more freak
legislation than two and a half secreta-
ries can write down and put in present-
able shape. It is very necessary for the
secretaries of average legislators to be
men of brains-there have to be brains
somewhere about the concern.
When one looks at the notorious gang
with which the Governor of New York
has surrounded himself it will be seen
that the name of Black is in accord with
-the eternal fitness of things." It has
been a good Many years since any Gov-
ernor of New York trained with a more
corrupt lot of politicians than those who
are the boon companions and appointees





‘trieb,1.0fis, elle/Sifire1 Gove ap-
pointed Lou Payn. the most notoriously
corrupt lobbyist in all the East, to one
of the most, if not the most, important
offices of the State-the Insurance Corn-
missionership.
Maybe Gen. Lee resigned and maybe
he didn't, but nobody can see why he
shouldn't when it is remembered that
that great (nit) pair of statesmen, Gro-
ver Cleveland and Richard Olney, de-
cline to follow his recommendations in
regard to matters that he, being on the
ground, knows all about and
that they know nothing about. Yet,
General Lee knew what sort of cattle he
had to deal with when he accepted the
office and, therefore, ought not to have
been very much surprised when they
declined to pay any attention to him.
The Courthouse Ring in this city
hasn't an equal anywhere when it conies
down to thinking out plans by which
harmony in party ranks can be brought
about. Their great receipt is to call a
sham primary, let the gang get charge
of the books, declare the gangs men
nominated, burn the poll-books of the
primary so that nobody can prove any-
thing and then cry that the people-the
source of all power in a free country. 
havespoken, now let us have perfect
harmony! Great is the court-house
Ring!
Grover had better begin hunting Ol-
ney and himself a job ;-their days in
office are few, everybody is thankful to
know. But few as they are, they are
too many, as they can do a good deal of
meanness before the 4th 2f next month.
Let us all hope that their likes may
never again be seen at the head of the
United States Government!
Crete is leo miles long, with an ave-
rage breadth of twenty miles. Cuba is
730 miles long and about eighty broad.
Theft two comparatively insignificant
specks on the map are making more
noise than all the continents beside.
Gladness Comes
W a better understanding of theT I' transient nature of the many phys-
cal ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts—gentle efforts--pleasant efforts-
rightly directed. There Is comfort in
the knowledge, that se many forms on
sickness are not due to any actual di,
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs. prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
- one remedy which promotes internal;
.eleanliness without debilitating the
Iorgans on which it acts. It is thereforeall important, in order to get ita bone-
' ifcial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
:le, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoseneet of grA health
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed If
afflicted with any actual disease, one
may be commended to the meet skilll'ul
physician., but if in need of a laxative
one should have the best, end vete the
well-iafortned everywhere Syrup of
figs stands highest and is Leztail:=
Moil and gives moll fleueral
oieee-e•-.» Al•mrso.
Yesterdays Resolu'ions Being Pushed Dr. To Cross a Railroad Tra:k their Wagon Was
Rua's Death. Struck By a Passenger Tra.n.
[SPECIAL TO KM Lite)
Havana, Feb. 25 --2:U, p. m -The
crisis in Cuban affairs has arrived. Great
anxiety is felt over the streams(' rela-
tions of General Lee and the United
States Government re?ulte %-s•ni the
confinement of the Auer :es. .e• ett.
Americans, who are on the s :and, are
rushing into Havana and are frantically
trying to leave Cuba on rie outgoing
ships.
The Spanish people hems erowin
more insolcut every day lei, rile worst
is feared.
General Lee is being cuegratulated by
all true Americans upon toe stand he
has taken.
The situation here is critical. Every
soldier and every scamp in Havana
knows of the threatened breaking off of
relations between the Cu:tee jtates and
Spain and they are prepanne for it. The
work upon defenses is teeter, eeshed on
with great energy.
Unless something firm and decided
and strongly American ie eu, by our
government in Washingtoe Americans
are in great danger of their lives.
The murder of Ruiz and tee demand
for the release of Scott are tne sole to-
pics of canversatiou.
Minister DeLorne has tabeie the cap-
tain general that Lee will not le• recall-
ed, that his resignation is riot accepted
and that he may be sustained.
The issue, Gen. Lee thinks, is clear.
It is whether law-abiding American cit-
izens residing abroad are to be protect-
ed or whether we are to ee rve notice
that they can be murdered ani, tortured
with impunity. For merry MOT ths past
Gen. Lee has satisfied himself, ano
placed overwhelming facts to our gov-
ernment, that no provision of treaty
rights is being observed by the authori-
ties of the island.
These incidents have been suppressed
as they occurred by the executive
branch of our government, and Gen.
Lee could do no more than fulfill his
duty, which was to place the facts be-
fore the responsible department of our
government. None of these violations
of treaty rights-not to speak of the
humane laws which blind us all-has
ever elicited from the State Department
a sign of life or even an ackeowledge.
went has been received.
Since Sunday night last both his res-
ignation and request for removal have
been in the hands of the State Depart-
talent in Wiehingtou. President Cleve-
land has failed to accept the resignation
or order his removal.
General Lee has stated publicly his
platform. He will not and he cannot
have annother Ruiz murder. He can-
not and will not accept any share of the
blood guiltiness that will fall upon the
American consul general here who
stands by and raises not a finger ts) nee
..lar perpetration Of awn -Atrocities.
The half-way measure which the
Spanish government has aeopted of re-
leasing Scott from solitary, confinement
does not, in Gen. Lee's opinion, change
the situation in the slightest degree.
He has steed the facts arid ontliued his
course to the Department on the adopt-
tion of which he will consent to remain
The Church Hill Culture Club cele-
brated Washington's birthday by giving
an entertainment at Grange Hall Mon-
day night. The entertainment wan-
unique and snceessful and quite a nee-
little sum was realized, which will be
used in the expenditure of books for thi
Club. The young ladies anti gentlemen
taking part were becomingly and hand-
somely attired in colonial costumes
Mr Allen Owen was grand in the char
acter of Washington, dressed in a white
satin embroidered vest and broad-cloth
suit. Miss Fannie Breathier' assumed
the part of Martha and was lovely in A
rustling silk aud cap. Eerie couples
mart-hied in, bowed to George and
Martha and then took their stand be-
side them, altogether presenting a beau-
tiful picture. After which the follow-
ing program was carried out:
Music . Orcheste.
National Anthem 
. Messrs. Donaldson and Duke
Reading .."Washington"
Mrs. Belle Stowe.
"Columbia. the Gem of the Ocean"
Misses Knight and Duke, Messrs-
Donaldson and Duke.
Original Poem "Pater Patriae
Miss Mary K Stoner.
Tableau  '•Priscilla"
Miss Lizzie Owen.
Recitation  Mr. Harry Claggett
Music Orchestra
Tableau "The Opportunity"
Duet .....Misses Adcock and Browning
Recitation "Bonnet and Gown'
Miss Elsie Kituberling.
nsic . . . ........ . . Orchestri
Tableau "The Crowning of Flora''
Reading .The Swauee River'
Miss Lizzie Owen.
Music   Orchestra
Tableau "Death of Virginia'
Song .. "I Have Sighed to Rest Me.'
Miss Mettle Browning.
Recitation ',The Rising of 1776"
Miss Claggett.
Tableau .. "Night Protecting her
Children From the Fate,."




Raindrops, when to stem they steal,
strength in crystal walls reveal;
Water, when its vapors flee,
From toll has set the traveler free;
And so thy deeds In tender youth,
Portray the beauty of the truth,
And serve to make life'. pathway smooth.
Splendor, when the dew Is gone,
In twinkling grass-bloom glistens on;
Radiance, when the grass is dry,
Sparkles in the grateful eye;
A world beholds thy camp-fires light,
Tells of thy feat one Christmas night,
Names, "Valley Forge," with radiant sight.
Sunlight when on forests green,
In autumn tints is seen again;
Sunbeams. shed here long ago.
tiladden hearts with ruddy glow ;
And so thy fame, though thou art far,
Thy light, by which wt. patrieo,iii
Illumines yet, as v5'111644.4 star.
Beauty. when the roses fade,
1.11,gers In the Joy It IIIP411.;
Fragrance. when sweet flowers die,
Deep!! Wit hill ill* memory;
solice thou (lido take the ruler's chair
And offer self its Int...fp... there,
I air land hreaks forth In 1,10.,otaim fair.
Mu.lc, alien the harp is fled,
F1'illtett In the heart It wed;
Love-notes, when the voice is
N'Ihrotte in the soul and t lirill;
And so thy name, though thou art gone,
In love intelf is iiilog on.
Noble, gentle
rebaseaswildwit: -
Chattanooga, Tenn., Feb. 25.-10:00
a. in.-While attempting to cross the
track of the E. T. V. & (7. R. Ii., sever-
al miles from this city, nine members of
the family of W. J. Woodward, a pros-
perous fanner residing ten miles from
this city, were instantly killed by hav-
ing the wagonen which !they were seat-
ed struck by apassenger train that e tie
running at the rate of thirty-five miles
:el hour. Ten members of the family
were in the stetson, but, wonderful to
say. a three-year-old girl escaped. They
were coming to this city to have a fam-
ily pictur-_, taken, the father and °Meat
son being hero already.
The scene of the accident is near a
cut on the main line of the railroad;
the tracks make a sharp curve just
East of the point where the pike crosses.
The family left their home all seated in
a large wagon, driven by George
Woodward. The engineer states that
as the train emerged from the cut, it
was running at an ordinary rate of
4p:rd. about thirty-five miles an hour
As the engine turned tho curve he saw
the wagon loaded with people, and
sounded his whistle repeatedly. The
bell was also ringing by automatic
steam connection. The wagon was close
to the crossing when he first saw it.
The young nrin who was driving seem-
ed to become confused and instead of
halting. he excitedly whipped the
horses to clear the crossing before t:
tram reached h int,hissing evidenC y
tlos contml of himself. if OR „
The engineer saw that a collision was
,
inevitabee as the distance between him i
anki the wagon was too sinall to stop on. George B. SwItt A mono ethe Endor sers ofthe traiu, but he eirew dowu his lever






LoniPound.ble s*lit that wa.s impending. The !wdgou was struck it second later, 1 i 
cc ircely terms the tracks, and instantly 1
the air was tilled with the bodies of the
ill-family and the splinters of the ElliV-
crisil wagon. Shrieks rent the air, and
in angled bodies were strewn along both
.ides of the track. Two of the bodies
were impaled upon the pilot of the loco-
motive. The momentum of the traiu
was so great that it ran fully 200 yards
before it was stopped.
One little child, Vegie, by some cur-
ious fate, was forced by the collision
underneath the extension front of' the
!ocomotive, and when rescued from her
perilous eoeition was found to be entire-
ly uninjured, being the only one of the
ten who escaped with life.
The etiginter is prostrated over thi
slioc!,ing event, and for a time it WAS
feared that he would lose his mind.
AT WASHINGTON.
iF•PECIAI. TO NEW ERA J
Washington, D. C., F -b. 25-2 :25 p.m
-The Committee on Foreign A lairs will
press the Cuban resolutions offered yes-
terday. One, calling for the immediate
relenee of Julio Sauguilly, came from the
Committee on Foreign Relations. Au 
eithercalls on the President to send war
ships to Cuba for the protection of Amer-
ican citizens, and the third calls for the
correspondence with Consul General
Lee relative to Americans imprisoned in
You Can't
Go Amiss
if you get a package like
this. It contains the genuine
Do you want a permanent position
with good pay? If so, write to the
Hawk's Nursery Co., Rochester, N. Y.
w3mos,
Washing Powder
It cleans everything and
cleans it quickly and cheaply.
Largest package-greatest economy.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
St. Louis, New York, Boston,
We have 20 departments. We quote prices from tinware
and queensware departments this week.
Queensware Department.
I set cup and saucers 20e.
12 dozen 6 in. plates 22c
II in. meat dishes Sc
5 in. round nappire  lie
IS ill. square nappies  7e
9 in. bakers  13e
cream Duellers_ -'me waterytneers Inc
S in, covered dishes  37c
Pickle dishes.  12e
China soap slabs   ti-
Self-drainmiing soap   14e
Open chambers. lee
Covered chambers  20e
White china wash bowls  25e
Extra large wash bowl and pitener Me-
Fancy share decorateu bowl&pitcher99e
10 pieces fancy shape chamber set..$1 69
10 pc. fey shape dec'd chamber set. *2 19
4c
Wash pans 
M ilk pans   13e
Stew pan. 
. 
1 quart coffee pot It-
t.  gallon coffee pot  ' 9c




Wootieni laetrel•ir brackets JOe
1 ne butter mould 
Tinware Department.
1 pint cup 
Graduate quart measures 
1.2 gallon cups 
Pie plates 
spatit 
Perforated pie plates 
!Peer; 
THE RACKET THE RtIfFiET
- - - -
eese.eeeee! eie - .;: eeetteleseseeliese:fesseeesee'ef•ee'esi •







'1'0 lie peDil ill the 0th.
IS THB 10th or 1 lth grades at
the Public School who
has the highest average standing in Mat h-
amatics and English from March 1st to
the end of the session in June we will
..Give A Watch Valued at $16.50..
To be given the winner at Commencement
Exercis“s.
'This is absolutely free and we guarantee
the watch the same as if it was bought of
If a girl is a winner we will give a lady's
watch, if a boy a boy's watch.
The watches are now on exhibition at
our store.
. . GRAVES & CONDY,
Jewelers.
• • seg. t;oolos opc socoo••••••ottocoleei
•
AVOID BA SOCIa I
• Bad soda spoils good•
: Pure soda—the best soda, comes•
• only in packages. •••
• 
bearing this trade mark:47".
el It costs no more than inferior package a
• —never spoils the flour—always keeps soft.
• Beware of imitation trade marks and labels,
and insist on packages
• bearing these words-
• 
A 1°.- 4 N'',5 CI Pt ph A
1 ARII AND 11A.itirtiil 3Ulitt•
• Made only by CHURCH & CO., New York. Sold by grocers everywhere
•
• Write for Arm and Bamener Book of valuable Recipes-FREE.
•
le•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
tjoruer Virginia and Seventh Stree,
11401kin,ville, Kentucky.
Rigs furnished clay f_11! -night
Bon. George B. Swift," Chicago's re-
form mayor, is one- ofelie thou-ands
who endorse the one great remedy that
maks% peciple well, where all other rem-
-idles either fail altogether, or at best
.iauply give temporary relief.
Judge Powers, Congressman Mtredith
of Virginia, Congressman Grout, Mods-
tant United States Attorney John C.
Capers, Chief Post Offiie Inspector el
D. Wheeler, Congresseien Bell and
Neil, Liebe McAllister, :and many oth-
ers who are fully as oeeeful what they
recommend, have pnbliely vouched for
the marvelous power of Paine's celery
oompound to make people well.
These, and the thousands of other
hearty testimonials that have recently
aeen sent to the proprietors of Paine's
•elery compound, are simply an index
of as-hat this most wonderful remedy I,
doing in every State of the Union, and
in every city and
It is making people well!
Men like these, who have won the




of their reputations fol (Mind judgment,
having watched the splendid results
trout Paine's celery dorupouud in their
own families, and kniming exutly the
invigorating efft ct thit any sick person
may expect from thii greatest nerve-
regulator and blood-perife r, : re among
the first to unliesitat ngly and thank-
fully recommend the retuody to others
for the public good Orly may do.
, Siys Mayor Swift!: -The usr‘ of
Paine's c:-.1ery comporliad in my faini' v
has convinced me t at it is a meritori-
ous article."
Paine's celery compel:mei restores ner-
vous energy and re gulntes the system.
It. makes the blood pure and capable
of carrying an abundaince of brain and
nerve elements to thel weakened parts,
and is thus able to perlmanently rid the
body of sleeplessness, liervousuess, neu-
ralgia and dyspepsia.
Men and women who almost live at
their work and are "rundown" and
sleepless and incapacitated from doing
their beet work because of dyepepsis,
rheumatime and near •Iiria, ineaviebly
find a permanent r c' in I aim.* celery
coo pound.
Dyepepsis, persistent headache., an
disordered liver twee pelmet attention.
In every PISA there a. s rowitive and
permanent cure in es
one remedy
employ. Its life-giving effect upon
"run-down" nerves and debilitated
blood is nothing short of marvelous.
Prof. Edward N. Phelps, 11. D., LL.
D., brought to the study of nervous eta-
orders' and diseases of debility extraor-
dinary professional euthosiasm. He
and his able co-laborers concentrated
upon the discovery of an accurate reme-
dy for these diseases all their energy.
Paine's celery compound is used by ths
best physicians in their own homes, and
prescribed to sufferers from all nervous
diseases. It is in the reach of everyone.
Have begun to arrive. Too early tor )ou?
Well, play be; but we just wanted to let
k you kriow we were re4dy with them when
ever you are ready f0. them.
 HERE IS A LIST 
Of the New Tings Received this Week :—
l'oungBrosr New Spring Derby in len's long drawn out coin toe dee -






Young Bros4' Spring Shape Alpine .adies' fine ox blood coin toe andStil-
Ilats il black and brown, leto toe lace and botton shoesk 
...$3.00... ...at $3.00...
Manhattans[Latest Thing in Fanoy hilldren's andMisses new toe in dark' 
Bosom 'Shirts, $1.25, 1.50 chocolate and wine Vici
...and $2.00... 'kid shoes.
"High Art" Clothing. An oy's Nobby Large Plaid Spring
vance Shipment of Early Suits, Knee
Spting Novelties. Pants.
These Pretty New Things
t Coming In Do Not Affect the Cuts
We Are Making Oa All Winter Goods.
For Instance. Our Low Prices
Building Material, Hardware, Paints!, Oils aud
Glasq.







persuade them to indorse my chech for
a big amount of money. Then I Was
Very Fishy Story Told By a goiug to Paris and live like a man The
!should. Cuforiuuattey for me, I met
Miss Starr, who thought she was( my
second cousin. We fell in love at that
that time I met another girl who seruck
W7 faeacy an began paying her devot-
ed attention, Mies Starr found out
about this and refused to have anything
more to do with me. I was breken
hearted and left Harrisburg. sinee
that time I've been working the bhulire
in various localtiea and finally drifted to
Hopkinsville. You know about my ar-
rest.''
"But why aid you run when the po-
lice saw you?
"I thought they were after me fot as
aociating with a. woman of ill-feme.
While I was running I threw awily a
valuable pistol and a pocket-book eon-
taining $e2.30.
••I'm going to bring snit against ithe
city of Hopkinsville for heavy dam4es.
I was arrested as a suspect and lave
been kept in this cell since Sunday. he
authorities have no right to hold line
longer than twenty-four hours. I leave
plenty of money. too, to prosecute Ithe
suit. I own property worth fully Vs,-
ie10.
"The police are trying to find lane
where I'm operating, but they can't do
it. I know I have successfully coveted
up my tracks. There are sixteen es-
wards offered for my capture and the
aggregate amouut is over $1,000; int
even with that clue your local officiary
can't trace my criminal career."
Csnrers is a puzzle. Cape Fritz lie-
lieves he has made a very importent
capture.
The young Englishman is evident1$ a
fellow of education and certainly lias
traveled extensively. He is not cry
and he is not a dope fiend. Who aiid





mthey accepted e as Allen 
,e.
Spain.
 THE COUNTY'S WEALTH ! The gay and festive young man in ,
Th• Nobleman's Son. !FOR HARMONY'S SAKE.I intended to get intimate with unem,
prison in this city, who claimed to be-
the son of an English nobleman, is I
wanted in Washingtou City fur forgery.
of Cliief of 'kite° Fritz received the Col- The
lqwing telegram yesterday evening:
J. S. Fritz, Chief Police, Books.
Hopkiusville. Ky. -
Conners, alias Payne, is wanted iu
this city for forging three or four cheeks
marriage, and she accepted of twenty or twenty-five dollars each.




His Alleged Career Resembles the Plot of a
Dime Novel.
Charles Conners, alias A. E. Spain,
alias H. Sanders, alias Herheit Masters,
et etc.. is in the look-up here.
He is a handsome, stylishly dressed,
pleaeant mannered young fellow about
twenty-seven years old. He claims to
be a son of an English nobleman. He
was arrested by Chief of Police Fritz as
a suspected felon.
Conners has been iu Hopkineville
since last Thursday morning. He put
up in a high priee.1 snite of rooms at
Hotel Lathan,. The day aft. r he arriv-
ed an immoral woman was found in his
room. She was ordered out of the house
Conners loafed aboet town several
days. made numerous acquaintances,
atel seemed to be having a jolly, good
time until the landlord presented his
bee The young fellow candidly ad-
mitted he was out of funds, and he was
requeeted to vacate his rooms. His bag-
gage was retained.
He went to the L. & N. depot with
the eviderit intention of riding "blind
baggage- mat of town. Capt. Fritz,
seeing him hide behind a box car, walk-
ed in that direction. Conners started
running.
He was captured, after an exciting
chase, about a mile from town by a
monuted policeman.
He was taken to the police station
and searched. While running he had
stuffed numerous letters and papers into
his underclothes. One letter was par-
ticularly in•eresting. It was written
on Hotel Latham note head, stamped
and directed to -Miss Maud Starr, 111s
N. 6th street, Harrisburg. Pa." The
letter began by declaring the writer's
undying love for Misli Starr and describ-
ed how deep his grief was when she re-
fused to receive attention from him. He
said •he would tell her his history, and
begged that sac would think kindly of
him, and promised to ••lead a christiau
life hereafter."
He was born in England, the younger
son of a nobleman. When twenty-one-
years old he began living with a woman
of the half-world. His family disown-
ed him and, converting all the property
he possessed into cash, he came with
the woman to America. She died six
months later. He spent his money in
riotous living.
euwilling to work he forged a check
for $82.5 in New York City. went West
lived high while the money lasted.
When it was gone he forged other
checks. Discovering through an sc-
.._ quaintance that he bore a remarkable
resemblance to a long missing heir to an
estate in Harrisburg, Pa., he went there
nr and palmed himself off as the heir with-/ 'e
e oat difficulty.
Before he gained possession of the
property he met and fell in love with
Miss Starr. She snubbed him, and,
heart .aroken, he left the city, visiting
various cities in Indiana and Ohio and
finally coming to Hopkinsville.
ie intended going to Nashvil:e and
begged Miss Starr to write thereto him,
addressing the letter -Herbert Masters,
Maxwell House."
When his baggage was searched
blank checks and signed checks
on banks of many of the large
cities were found. The latter was most-
ly on Fletcher's Bank, of Indianapolis,
Ind., Columbia National Bank and on
Pittsburg banks. They were made pay-
able to "R. A. Sanders," "Charles Con-
ners," "A E. Spain" and signed by D.
Kaufman, D. Kaufman & Co., and
Pettis Dry Goods Company. With the
checks were letters beginning 'my dear
son," and signed "your loving mother,
R A. Spain." In his card cue were
cards of the American Literature Co.,
and Philadelphia Inquirer with Con-
net's aliases printed as representative.
There were visiting cards on which
e "Carl H. Sanders," "A. E. Spain" and
"Chester It. Spain" were engraved.
He had picture* of pretty girls taken by
photographers in several Eastern cities
The police found in his pocket a slip of
paper containing the names of all the
bankers in town.
The prisoner loves to talk. He said
00 • Nsw ERA reporter. -I 111.1n certain-
ly the son of a peer of old England.
The last 4ime I saw my father was in
She House of Lorda. I was wearing a
fall beard at that time and he did not
recognise me, although be brushed
againnt me as he walked down an aisle.
rye been engaged in crooked work
bout aye years and this is the first time
I ever was in custody for any offense
whatever. A man of sense is a fool to
work when the country is fall of 'suck-
ers.' I have operated exclusively with
banks and have made big money forg-
ing checks.
"The largest scheme to get money I
ever planned fell through, because I
fell in love with the Harrisburg girl, a
letter to whom the police took from me.
I suet Chester Spain in New York City.
in:stook me for his brother Allen,
when we were first introduced. He
said the resemblance was wonderful.
He was in Now York for the purpose of
tracing his genealogy in order to prove
his hetrship to an estate in Harrisburg.
valued at several tail:ions of dollars. I
assisted him in the work and soon found
out everything about him and his fami-
ly. I went to England with him, but
soon came back to America and visited
Harrisburg. I met Spain's relatives
Awarded





ours Grape Cream ef leder Powder. Fretiimal Ammonia. Ai= any other adulterant, lartic and liner medicine. Gentle, rah&




New E a Exclusively Prints a Recapitulation
of the Assessor's Books.
The following is a recapitulation of
the books of the Assessor of Christian
County. Here are facts and figures
which will interest all citizens:
Amount of bonds, $53,850.
Amount of notes secured by mortgage,
1:327,943.
Amount of other notes. $i9li,405.
Amount of amounts, $48,200.
Antonia of cash on hand, $30,623.
Amount of cash on depoeit in bank,
$70.9e0.
Amount of cash on deposit with other
corporations. $1,233.
Amount of cash on deposit with indi-
viduals. $125.
Amount of all other credits or money
at interest, $17,395.
Amount of stock in joint stock com-
panies or associations of this State not
paid on by the company or itssociation,
$69.365.
Amount of stock in foreign eorpora-
tions. tieetso.
Number of acres of land, 509,94e.
Valuation of each tract with improve.
mente. $4, 626,285.
Number of city or town lots, 1,960.
Value of each with improvements,
$1,820,955.
Number of thoroughbred or standard
stallions, 7.
Value, $1,075.
Number of thoroughbred or standard
geldings, 4.
Value, $400.
Number of thoroughbred or standard
mares and colts, 76.
Value, te,567.
Number of stallions of common stock,
, 23.
what is he? \Thew. $2.170.
1
Number of geldings, mares and colts
of common stock, 5,767.
Value, #191,615.
Number of mules and mule colts, 5,-
055.
Value, $180,755.




Breezy Notes Concerning Local Matters Coe-
densed for Quick Reading.
The changes at the Hopkinsville Asrl-
lam, anticipated by the Courier-Jour nel
long ago, have at last begun. The (Soli-
ernor Monday received and accepted dee
resignation of Dr. F. A. Miller, First Ae-
slitant Physician of the asylum, the re-
signation to take effect upon the ap-
pointment of his successor -Frankfogt
dispatch to Con rier- J our n al.
$5 +
Mr. Herbert Hooke. son of Mr. It
Roake,of this city. leftTneeday morninir
for Clarksville. where he has acceptetil
the position of Superintendent at Greenl-
wood Cemetery.
+ + +
Mr. O. D. Tdompeon has taken a pee
eition with W. T. Bonte as soliciting
salesman. His popularity and experie
euce will make him a valuable employe(
+ + +
Union county is likely to be benefiteti
by the sale of the 0. V. railroad. If th
ii & 0. become the purchaser it wi
probably make a Southern outlet h
way of Caseyville; if the I. C. it is ex
pected to build a bridge at Uniontown
+ + +
While Mrs. Frank Hall, of Sebree
was in the cow lot trying to separate 4
cow and calf she was attacked by the
cow and severely gored. Her face wilt
badly lacerated, and three ribs weri
broken by the enraged animal.
+ +
Mrs. Alice Bell prepared dinner Mon
day at Clarksville but soon afterward
complained of feeling trick. She went
to the bed to lay her baby down an
fell, expiring before her husband could
cell help. The cause was paralysis
the brain. She was twenty-three yell
of age, and her husband seventy-five4
Their marriage created mach eommene
several years ago.
a •
A Rainark able Race.
Mr. John Feland, Jr., is being kepti
busy receiving oompiimeets from th
citizens of Hopkiwerille. irrespective o
parties, on the surprising sprinting goal!
aims and strong staying power he dire/
played in the rare for tbe Republican,
nomination for County Judge of Chris,
tian county. Coneidering the diffienl-
tics with which be was forced to contend
the race was remarkable, and his friends]
are proud of him. Speaking in everyi
precinct in the county, his forensic elo4
quence made • lasting Impression on al
who heard him, won him many neisj
friends and increased the admiration o
his supporters. His failure to secure the
nomination is a bitter disappointment to
hundreds of people. It was confidently
betieved Saturday afternoon that he
wodld receive a majority of the votes in
1-11body assembled, the slate prepared ,
the County Convention, but when th
the Ring went through with a rush an
the nomination was handed over to Mn
Polk Cannier, although it was conimonlyt
believed West Crofton and Bluff 8pri
which, on the face of the returns, gas
Mr. Canaler a majority of four votes an
which decided the contest, rightfullyi
belonged to Mr. Feland and were car-1
heti by the candidate of the Ring by il-
legal votes Mr. Feland may find solace
in the thought that his friends fully rec-
ognize the eplendid tight he made
Money and whisky and the fiat of the
Ring downed him, but his defeat wee
one to which no disgrace can be its
cached. The future holds rewards foe
the young lawyer worth striving for.:
Hie brain', knowledge of the law, fa-i
rniliarity with polities, and eloquencd
must combine to bring in reach any
worthy object for which he may strive
--ewer es silleire-
Pon Items.
The farmers are about through strip
ping tobacco, and are burning plani
beds.
Miss Bina King is visiting Mr. Elberi
Barnes' family that week.
1
Bro. B. F. Hide did not fill his api
pointment last Sunday at New Bent
Spring.
Miss Katie Clark will commence
subeeription school at Dogwood Chape
about the 13th of March.
Miss Minnie Nixon visited her sisteri
Mrs. Mande Cannon. last week.
-Pee.
Truth in • Nutshell.
Impure blood is the natural result of
close confinement in house, school room
or shop.
Blood is purified by Hood's Sareapl
rills, and all the disagreeable results o
impure blood disappear with the use ol
this medicine.
If you aish to feel well, keep you
blood pure with Hood's laareesparilla.
Hood's Pills are th • best family cath+
-
Value, $1,555.
Number of thoroughbred or standard
bulls. IS.
Value, $515.
Number of thoroughbred or standard
cows and calve,. $62e.
Value, $12.195.
Nueiber of bulls, rows, calves and




Number of home 82,307.
Value, $75,000.
Value of agricultural implements.
$50.25e.
Value of agricultural products of tax-
ation after detite taig value of crops
grown within the year and in hands of
producer, $1,900.
Value of wagons, carriages, bicycles
and vehicles of every kind, $72,320.
Value of slaughtered animals, $2,555.
Value of sewing and knitting ma- Mrs. Annie Gunn and Miss Cuttie
chines, e17,635. Roach, Who have been visiting Mrs. C.
Value of safes, $3,173. E. Blakemore, returned tostheir home in
Value of household and kitchen fur- Trigg county Sunday afternoon.
niture, $2311,0(ee
Value of manufacturing implements.
machinery of all kinds, ree,e40.
Value of piano-forte and other musi
cal instruments, 4201,6541
Value of raw material to be used in
manufacturing. $9,190.
Number of paintings, 3.
Value thereof. $165.
Library, 2.
Number of volume*. 3,318.
Value thereof, 011,33.
Number of diamonds. 40.
Value thereof, $3,653.
Value of watches and clocks, $14,333.
Value of jewelry, $1,040.
Value of gold, silver and plated ware.
$4,7;0.
Value of steam engines, including
boiler, $21,9te5.
Value of coal mines, oil, gas and salt
wells, $100.
Value of brick, stone and other build-
ing material. $1,040.
Value of wines, vvhisk ies, brandies,
and mixtures tfiereof not in distillery
bonded warehouse, $4,323.
Value of stock of o•ids and other
pro. erty therein. $164,110.
kiscellany-Value of all property not
mentioned above $118,123.
Amount of exemption on household
goods and other personal property to a
person with a family-not exceeding
$230, $603,620.
Grand total value of all property as-
'eased for taxation. [After exemption
ha* been deducted], $4,168,700.
Males over 21 years of age, 7,647.
Legal voters, 7,6.12.
Enrolled militia, 4,515.
Children between 6 and 2t) years, 8,-
315. eincert (ewer teeek.
Nun.ber of studs, jacks and bulls for J. Mat Atarlirig.
which service fee was charged, 27.
Rate per season, 128.
Pounds of tobacco raised during the
year, 7,412,1150.
Tons of hay raised during the year.
11,205.
Bushels of corn raised during the
year. 779,281.
Bushels of wheat raised during the
year, 576,743.
Bushels of oats raised during the
year, 23,371.
Bushels of grape seed and clover rais-
ed during the year. 2451.
Tons of coal mined during the year, W. T. Williamson,
200.
Number of acres of wheat raised dur-
ing the Near, 29 332.
Number of acr..s of corn rim Red dur-
ing the year, 39.314.
Number of acres of meadow, 4,770.
Number of acres of woodland. 75,634
Number of acres of tobacco, 13,596.:
ses.-- -
FOR CIRCUIT JUDGE.
We are to-day authorized to announce
for the office of Circuit Judge in this
judicial district that well-known and
able lawyer, Hon. It. A. Burnett, of
Trigg county.
There is not in the entire district a
better-known nor more popular lawyer
than is Mr. Burnett, nor o re who stands
higher. He comes fioni one of the old-
est families in this end of Kentucky,
many members of which have achieved
great success in the legal profession.
Mr. Barnett has filled several public
offices and filled them with credit to
himself and eminent satisfaction to the
public. He has represented his oietrict
in the State Senate, where he took high
rank as a lawyer. Ha posses all the
ipaul.ties that go to make up the emcees,
tul judge, being honest, upright, and
strictly impartial in his dealings with
all nien.
Mr. Burnett presents his claims sub-
ject to the action of the Democratic
party, of ehich ho has been an earnest
and hard-working member all his
If nominated and elected he would
make the district a good judge.
THE MODERN MOTHER
Has found that her little ones are im-
proved more by the pleasant Syrup of
Figs, when in need of the laxative effect
of a gentle remedy than by any other,
and that it is more acceptable to them.
Children enjoy it and it benefits them.
The trne remedy, Syrup of Figs, is




Col.R A.Burnett, of Cadiz, wee in the
city yesterday.
Mr. 0. P. Dyer, of H6nderson, is hi
town.
Mr. J. G. Baskett, of Heneerson, is
the city.
Judge Thomas P. Cook, of Murray, is
in the city.
Mrs. Tisha Wall, of Cobb, is visiting
Mrs. T. M. Wall, on South Main street.
Mr. (ho. C. Ccon, of New York, is
the guest of Mr. H. B. McKinney, on
West Seventh str iet.
rer
"For five weeks I lived on cold water
so to speak," writes a man a hosufferod
terribly from indigestion.
He eou:d hardly keep anything on his
stomach. What stayed wasn't proper-
ly digested and gave him terrible paws
This is not an uncommon case. Dys-
peptic. don't get enough nourishment
They are generally thin and weak.
They may eat enough but they don't
digest enough. Much of what they eat
turns into poison. If this keeps on
there's no telling what disease they may
get next.
That's why it is best to take Shaker
Digestive Cordial as soon as symptoms
of indigestion appear.
It cares all tr.e evils of indigestion,
and prevents the evils which indiges-
tion canses. •
Sold by drtiggists, price 10 cents ti
el 00 per bottle.
•
SLATE GOES THROUGH.
BUILDING & LOAN "BUST."
['SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 25.-The United
States Building ilk Loan Association of
this city made an assignment this morn-
ing just before noon. Over six hundred
thousand dollars are involved in the as-
signment. The grounds for the failure
as setforth in the deed are decidedly
sensational. Some of the officers of the
association deny the *emotional charge..
erit
"Merit tallies" the e
Intrinsic value of Tai ksHood's Sarsaparilla.
Merit in medicine means the power to
cure. Hood's Sans tsarina pommies actual
and untemalled curative power and there-
fore it has true merit. When you buy
Hood's Sarsaparilla, and take it according
to directions, to purify your blood, or
cure any of the many blood diseases, you
are morally certain to receive benefit.
The power to cure in there. You are not
trying an experiment. It will make your
blood pure, rich and nourishing, arid thus
drive out the germs of disease, strengthen
the nerves and build up the w hole system.
00
Sarsaparilla
Is the best. In WI- the OM True Mood Purifier
/trimmed only by C. t. Hood a Co" Lowte ;dais.
ff-V21.1 DC) nce eters -e 'n or
ruts gripe. Alrdrusaiest• sse.
Mr, James L. Chiles, of Mayfield, was
in town this morning.
Mrs. Mollie D. Carrico, of Hopkins-
vine, is visiting her sisters, Mrs. Thos
Hamilton and Barbara Shacklett. We
are always glad to welcome Mrs. Carrico
to our circle -Brandenburg correspcn-
dent in Brickinridge News.
iss Myrtle Carr went to ilopkiusville
yesterday, to live with a relative. lie/
place in the telephone exchange is be-
ing filled by her sister, Miss Willie Carr.
....Mr. Otho Williams, of Christian
county, was here last week on a visit to
the family of his brother-in-law, Maj.
G. W. Saunders -Mayfield Monitor.
Mrs. Flom Bell went to Casky Mon.
morning to pend a few dajs with rela-
tives.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Meacham return-
ed this morning front Galveston, Tex..
where they attended the meeting of time-
National Press Association.
The following perm ne were nominated
Monday afternoon as Republican can-





















To Agents of Authorized Companies.
Information has been received at this
ffi(•e that insurance A companies not
authorized to transact business in this Willie Williamson, of your city, can
State are soliciting by circular lettei be seen around here occasionally.
and otherwise, and actually writing
policies of insurance on property locat-
ed in this State.
The attention of all agents of com-
panies authorized to do business in this
Commonwealth er hereby directed to
Sec. 1133, Keintn(.ky Statutes, which pro-
vides a penalty for acting its agents,
soliciting for, or placing insurance in
unauthorized companiee, and See. 695.,
which provides a way in which surplus
lines may be placed.
Agents are requested to notify this
Department by telegraph when ales. lot-
is-curs in which unauthorizeel corm are( s
are interested in order that any person
or persons attempting to act for the
company in the adjustment of a loss
may be apprehended and punished for
violation of the law.
Property owners who go outside the
State to place their insurance in com-
panies that have not complied with the
provisions of tho State law, must also
go outside the State to have their lasso*,
adjusted, as it is unlawful for any per-
son to act as agent or adjuster for a
company not licensed by this Depart-




Sarsaparilla is known to be an
honest medicine, and actually cures
when all others fail Take it now.
_ • -
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY. higisly."-W .11 .K1s0 & Co., Whitewr1gat,Tex .
'I'ake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablet*. S•ent b all receipt ot price. $1 PER BM t.
All druggists ref., iel the money if it Boa "Ti kanpectaut Mothers" mailed frost.
Ring Destroys Ihe Pol
OUR SWELL PRISONER
Rev. Small s Fine Lectere Other News o
Interest.
Who dares believe now that the pri
inary election held by the Republican
last F.' iturday was not thoroughly lege
in every respect.
You eate't prove by the poll books tha
it wae otherwise, so there now.
Tuesday afternoon the party custos
diens of the books hit upon a happy
plan to restore perfect harmony ;for,yon
know. there were more than a few per-
sons who had the cold nerve to think
that an occasional fraudulent vote had
been (est., The hooks were taken into
the rear yard of the office of County
Chairman Fowler Tuesday afternoon,
and there reduced to ashes.
It is said that while the books were
burning the Ring executed a war dance
around the pyre and shrieked with de-
s
light when the fragrant smoke tickled
their nostrils.
Oft ourse, the destroying of the books
was an unusual precedure; but the Ring
know.. best. Now those candidates who
were desirous of critically examining
the books, and hoped to hug to their
bosom the comforting knowledge that
;,1thongh they were not on the Ring's
slate the people wanted them to have
office, won't have to hurt their eyes
lookilie at figures and their fingers
tarter g over leaves, for the figures and
the leaves are gone up in smoke.
Beautiful is harmony.
That Nobleman's Son.
Charles Conners, the young man of
num( roils aliases, alleged son of an En-
glish Nobleman, and who is in the lock-
up here, is taking life easy. He occu-
pies cell No. 1, which is well lighted,
and spends his time reading, smoking
and talking to callers. He is not at all
averse to seeing visitors:
His single complaint Wed, morning
was on amount of his failure to get a 1
shave. 'When Capt. Fritz promised to t
send hint a barber he became happy
again.
He closed up like a clam when a re-
porter tree' to gut him to talk about his
ease. He said he had employed a law-
ye; and would make no more statements
exceet on the advice of the attorney.
Conners is being held on a warrant
charging him with being a fugitive from s
Justice.. He is charged with forging!
cheeks in New York, Washington and
other cities.
TtleS, night he admitted to Capt. Fritz
that he had successfully forged a check
for $2 500 in NVashington, D. C.
He is acting the role of a Nobleman's
-on to a perfection, talks in a languid




Rev, Sam Small, the eminent Metho-
dist evangelise, orator and scholar deliv-
ered tie now famous lecture on "Bi-
metallism" to a large and attentive au-
dieter-. at the court house Tues. eight.
Mr. Small during the late campaign
rendered invaluable service to the (stele
of siren by his fearless speeches. He
has given the subject cif timetalism
deep study and his convictions are the
result of careful and patient research.
His hotnre that night was in the char-
acteri• tic realm of this eloquent and pol-
ished teeter. While dealing with ques-
tions anti issues that were fully discus's-
.-d in print and and on the Misting(
pendirig the great battle laet November,
the discourse was pregnant with mare-
iiew thoupete, flights of eloquence and
pow( rf ul illustrations that held the an-
1itince in st rapt attention throughout its
delivery.
Mr. Slnall was frcrinently interrupted
by rip/Aimee, vociferous and prelonged.
If the silver craze is dead there are
abutelant evidences of animation in
:he corpse.
-•••••••  ••••••••-
Panel of Petty Jury.
The following is the panel of the
pen) jury for the present term of et tIrt :
Wel sr Gibson, John A. Young,
Geroge Golay, W. W. Pilgen,
r* West, Wm. Row hied,
e'ra k Priee. Chas. arniettolie,
I. B. Ali•Keezie, F. Meacham,
1. Al. Gilliland, E. W. Hendrick,
J. C. Courtney, Rol t. Eiirley,
if. C. Gregory, W. H. Butler,
,,has. N. Gardner, Riley Slumber,
P. P. Garrott, B. W. Mimed,
Goo. W. Woordey, W. L. Carter,
N. A. Barnett, W D. Johneon.
••••■••• • ••••••-
Pleasant Green.
After a silence of a few weeks, I will
write agaiu and give a few of the hap-
penings of this v.cinity.
Miss Myna West and Sallie Harris, of
this neighborhood, who wean three
%el ks wit 'r friends and relattve's ire
rreilton, returnee' home list Friday to
Weird a party given in honor of them
cmi Hopkinsville that night.
Farmers are taking advantage of the
eood weather and preparing for the-
coming crop.
Lucian Harris feels considerably re-
eeved since, Prof. J. M. Calvin left this
mommunity.
Jeb Cavanaugh will leave in a few
(lays for the Purchase to his future
home. We are loth to give up such a
worthy citizen from our midst, but we
wish for him prosperity in his new
home.
11(•publican candidates are scarce
aro Ind here now.
Saccies to the New Ere.
Bet. ert & Ileoetne
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank. May 13
Many think
when it was Rald to
the Wr/111/111: " In ••••..
nal cure was pro-
sorrow shalt them 
This is at *inducement that is rarely eirer offered. All goods are marked in A
u
bring forth chil-
dren" that a perpet-
the tat4e. True E plain figures, and our prices have been th ti lowest tuage in this town. Our en- anonnced hut such is
-OF TIO_
E Mammoth Clothing & Shoe Co.
E Beginning Saturday Feb. 6 1897 For To Weeks.
ill order to move out our over-supply of winter goods, we will offer some of
the greatest bargains that has ever been ofrered on this market. In order to
make a long story short, we will make a gimeral sweep.
EVERY JACKET AND PANT IN THE ilOUSE
tee 





so pr. pares the eye.
tern for the change
taking place that the final hoer is robbed of all
(huger and pain Its use Insures safety to the
life of both Mother and hill, and makes child-
birth easy and recovery more rapid.
"Mother's Friend" is the greatest remsdy ever








strength and heathf ulness.
food against alum and
1 terittiOu common to the
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We are authorized to announce 1
Tilt ISIAS P. tsiyiK. i
10 54 11 rnt V. Ca Ili•way Cittatty. as It elltiitidat.•
ror IS,' afire of Circuit Judge of this Judic-
ial Met rlet, subject to the action of the
Democratic party.
We are authorized to nnnou nee t
JOHN I'll ELI'S 
I
use candidate for the office of Circuit Judge ,
tit this pelletal district. !Subject to the se- •
ilion of the Democratic party.
1
We are authorized to announce l
J. T. kIANHERY 
tits a eindlitate for the office of Common-
wealtlea .ttlorney. subject to the action of °

















°Sive of County Clerk
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die late firm of Lander
at the store room of
town of Pembroke, iii
Ky., from the 20th of






All parties bobiliotelaims against I he es'
?ate of W. li. Cane II, dev•ile are bereby
notified io ine •ani.• properly A prints! a 1th
1111. at illy "Mee Iii llopkIttsville. Ky., on or
before ii, - Ist do) of Hand' 14,7 sit 12 o'clock
itte or le. forever debarred frolll lb.. collet*.
I Orli of same by pr,....s. of trite.
Otte!) under my Mind. tlits,Feli. ath, parr.
w, T. FoW LE it.
Be. it 'dilater Croirode•toner.
- --- - - ---
City Property For Sale.
A house. and let on nut!' street. Hop-
kinsville, Ky., beautifully situated, lot
,vnineles three (tense of gnome. The
image is a two-stery frame dwelling
]enitaiiiinit tnue rooms, in excellent re-
pair, alF*1 a two-room cube' and other
"at houses mm place. Prices $3,2e0. Ap-
ply to litestaa Wool),
tf dekw Hopkinsvillee KY.
LAND FOR SALE!
211 !wrest of land 3,  tili1eit from Hop-
kinaville. lying bow e en the Nashville
road and L. & N. R. R. This is good
land, well watered, with 3e acre* of fine
timber, and runs up to Casky station.
Also a nice house and lot adjoining the
above lapd, if desired. Apply to •
HUNTER WOOD,
d&vraf Hopkiusville, Ky. li
1 F0R RURAL READERS.
Facts of Much Interest to
the Farmers.
ALL OF THE MARKETS.
Notes About Crops. Tobacco. Live Stock and
Other Matters.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 24, 1897.-Cat
tie -The cattle market was steady at
vuotatione, and the gipply, which was
light and of poor quality. moved readily
and was cleared. Inquiry was greatest
for choice butchers. No other feature
of interest developed. Some commission
men stated that the strength of-to-day's
rneicearikpetat was due to the lightness of the
Calves.-Calf prices 'advanced 25c for
Prime to $3.00. The supply, which was
light, wail of poor quality, and few of
the offerings were good enough to bring
top quotations. All offered were sold.
Extra shipping ... .
Lhght shipping  I -tt 7116tee'A 4. Ult*
750htst butchers41 )
Fair to good butchers ,  '2 7:so 525
C ommon to medium Mather's  2 Zre. 2 75
Thin, rough steers, poOr cowsand scalawags 
(hood extra oxen   
I a 2 00
XI 150
Common to medium Y 276
Stockers 
BVueallIscalves 
Choler milch cows   
 . 62. 4 3 
ir 
:4 oi001;5
hf.aircett.,jisas 4i:tows . . 15 26 00
Hogs -The remaipta of hogs were
light, about 2,000 being received and
were of very good quality. Heavies and
mediums were in strong demand, while
the lighter weights were in lees request,
but rued steady. Hea•vies sold at $3 30
3.e5. Mediums brought $3.55m $3.60,
but the latter figure Was realized only
for the extra good selected mediums.
Lights, from 100 to 150 lbs.. brought
$3.2501$3.55. Pigs, 60 to 100 lbs., sold at
$3 00te $3 25. The yards were cleared:
Choice packing and butchers,
*OM. (ftt5
Fair to good packing. ISO 200 lb cati
(1001.1 to extra light. ItI) to ISM ...
p4Fute :es:rest h. IS) to 15u th .. ... .
Fat shoats. MO to 120 lb 
Roughs. 150 to 400 is 
Sheep and Lambs.-The ehe:p
5"aem
;;1'
lamb market was steaely under a light
run of very poor quality, and moderate
demand for butcher purposes. I tmC514ear2
ance was made.
I'aIr good
E At re iambs 
Fair to good  
' 'ffifft 2 75
ltu
STsta4 (0
Medium butcher lambs 
• 2544 th
Tall ends or culls 
2
THE LOUISVILLE MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the New ERA by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville'l'obacco Warehouse :
Sales on our market for the week jriet
closed amount to 5,041 hhds., with re-
ceipts for the same period of 6,726 hhde,
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st
mount to 26,924 lihds. Sales of the
crop of 1896 on our market to this date
mount to 27,217 hhde. •
The sales this week included 692 hhds.
ark tobacco. The market remains very
firm at the advance in values heretofore
reported. The stock of old dark leaf is
•ery small and is being actively inquir-
e' for. The new crop is coming for-
ward slowly and the quality is general-
y poor. Such leaf as is'suited for eith-
er the export or rshandling trade is be
Log taken at satisfactory prices to sell-
rs. Common logs and non-descript
and worm eaten leaf are low and offer
o reward for production.
The following quotations fairly rep-
sent our market for dark 'tobacco,
ett5 crop:
rash  $1 00 to 125
mmon to medium lugs I Oneto 1 60
Dark rich lugs, ex' ell:lenity 2 00Ito 3 60
mmon leaf  3 00 to 400
ediuni to good leaf  4 00 to 550
af of extra length  6 00 to 7 00
'rappery styles  700 to 10 00
RI 'ILNINti PLANT; BEDS.
This is the time of year that the Ken-
ucky farmers burn their plant beds
or the purpose of sowing their tobacco
eed says the Manisonville Hustler.
hile the ground has been a little too
'et for the business, yet a good many
els have been sown. On account of
he low price that has prevailed for
('mule tinie the farmers do not feel the
titerest in tobacco growing that they
lid forruerly. One trouble is that the
rep has been too large in quantity and
oo poor in quality.
• -..11111. • -4111111••••-•-
NOTICE!
The people of Christian county, Ken-
ucky, will take notice that the Fiscal
'curt of said county will meet at their
sual and customary place of meeting
o the city of Hopkinsville, county of
hristian and State of Kentucky, on
ueaday, the 6th day of April, 1897, for
purpose of twirling new county He
eluding Bonds to be sold for the pur-
e of obtaining money with which to
my off all ontstauding lands against
Mil county, which said bonds are of is'
no July 1st, '1*017, and emounting to
bout $1011,o00, or for the purpose of ex-
hanging said new I3ondel for said old
onds said Fiscal Court may deter.
line ; also for the purpose of calling in
aid outstauding Bonele, at maturity.
Chic terms and conditions of said new
Sends will be fixed and determined be
aiit lipu•al Court at said quit. and place.
Done by order of the Christian





Attest: Aare P. Peewee,
Coenuty Clerk.
About Chi !stains.
Strayed Crew the farm of Mr. E. W.
Valker, live miles on the Rueseffyille
ike, heifer about one year old, fawn





At this time of year the value of winter stock is just worth the price
it will bring. Goods of fashion must be sold the season the are
bought-styles of previous season are absolutely worthless-nay,
worse than worthless, the old depreciate the new. With us goods
of fashion are always sold the season they are bought.. Let the lose
be what it may.
OUR SEMI-ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE
OF FOOT WEAR WILL COMMENCE
THURSDAY MORNING. FEBRUARY 11.
Twice a year we go through our shoes stock, select out all odds
and ends, broken sizes and lines we desire to discontinue and cut
the price so as to clear them out at once. To add to the impor-
tance of the sale this season we have included in the movement
many of our regular lines, thus enabling our patrons to
OBTAIN SHOE BARGAINS NOT TO BE FOUND
IN ANYOTHER HOPKINSVILLE STORE.
We desire to iave it understood that you are not invited here to be
confronted with a few lines representing old fashion, out of-date
goods, but poiseseing all the elements tending to the best foot wear
in fashion, style and quality that can be produced. and that at
A SAVING OF ROM
soc TO $2.00 A PAI R.
Remember, daring this sale we give you from 1-4 to 1-2 off of any
shoe the house. We also call your attentian to our dry goods
and carpet department in which our clearance sale is still going on,
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234 50 4 DRUGGISTS
ABSOLUTELY GuiRingEn to ears as, rase of roast's:01os. Casearets are the Ideal 'amy-
1, ties, mover rip or gripe. bet rause easy mineral results. am.
ale sad booklet free. Ad. STERI1NG REMEDY CO- Nostreel. or New St;
mmtrimntrtrimmirttlmirtmrimmrmirmtmp -et







SPeedily cored by CETiccisa Rzwit.vEZT,
grea!,st huijuor cities, assisted externally
by warm bathe with Uurtera• somp, and
gentle epplicatiOOS of CUT111.1-11A (ointment),
the great skin cure, when all else fails. ,
14.14 throweh,rot the world. Priee, Creterse, Ilds 1
1411, • • 11[•//, ,,T. Sr.•• t Si POT • its DSOS
55•• MB .4 r , PlOp• SO•t• 0.1 • ••
as-- .6... me ere Lys,' II ee,...t," nestled fres.
mourfaia&P.161""... rilllantglOSE
Wheresoever
I you feel soreness or pain Fit
ig Joriesores BELLADOXIII• PI.ASTI-.11. as
From bruises or spmene to then al
matism-it covers every rest. It
is like the touch of • soft, warm
hard on an aching forehead. In.
en fi etmation eubsidee beneath it.
as No ether so sure and quick. Look
-the R*1 ("roes on the face cloth.
FROM $2 UP WILL BE SOLD AT HALF PRICE.
1
E Suits 7 ' o a Is, Odd Pants,lHats and Shoes 25 per 1
E cent. Off. One-fourth Given Away
erg; -4
a 1M ?rniii9th Clothing Sho )
fails to °Ult. wottl by R. (1. Hard. Tom IIRADfittO REOULATOR CO.,Arlairra.C1/1-
wick. 00i
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as you pleaaso bat as Ter Me eee .1, WN l!ll
pardon for all my sins offered me aow,
and all the yoys of time and etexiity
offered me Dow, I instantly take t ciu,
rather than run the risk of such her
chance as wise men think they C011 tI 1
off or twist out of a Seripture pa 'ate
that has for all the Uhrietiun mut lien
been later-poled another way." Yon
say-, "I do not like Princeton theollewe
or New Haven theology, hr Andove the-
ology." I do not ask you out board either
of these great men-of-oar, their jiert.
holes tilled with the great siege gujis of
ecclesiastical battle, but I do tael4 you
to take the one Week of the gospel that
You do believe in and strike out fo the
pearl strung beach of heuven.
Says some other man, "I wont I at-
tend to religion if I was quite sure
;damn the doctrine of election an tree
agency, but that mixes me all p."
Those things used to bother me, at I
have no more perplexity about t cm,
for I say to myself, "If I love C irist
and live a good, honest, useful 1 fe, I
inn elected to be saved, and if I d not
love Christ and live a bad life I will
be damned, and all the theological m-
inaries of the universe' cannot in it it
any different. "I flouneered along -bile
in the sea elf sin and doubt, and i was
AA rough as the Mediterranean o the
fourteenth night, when they thee the
grain overboard, but I saw there was
mercy for a sinner, and that pi'ink I
took, and I have been warming u -stlf
by the bright fire on the shore ever
ounce.
Doubt Overruled.
White I am tulking to anotheriman
about him soul he tells me, "1 do te t be-
come a Christian !swamis, I do u t be-
lieve there is any hell at all." Alt.
don't you? Do all the people if a 1 be-
liefs and no belief at all, of good la eats
end bad morels, go straight to a 1 ppyI
heaven? Do the holy anti the &be ,h, ti
have the same destination? At mid-
night, in a hallway, the owner of a
house and a burglar meet. They, both
fins and both are wounded, but the
burglar dies; in five minutes, au0 the
owner of the house lives a week after.
Will the burglar be at the gate of heav-
en, waiting, when the lemee ctwner
comes in? Will the debenchee ahil the
Libertine go right in among the faritiliee
of heaven? I wonder if Herod is playing
on the bunks of the neer of life with
the children he massacred. I %veinier if
Charles (leaven and John Wilkes' taioth
are up there shootiong at a mark. I do
not now eoutrevert it, although tented
say that for wuch a miserable beacon I
have no admiration. But tin' Bible dove
net say, "Relieve itt penlition aitul be
saved." Bootee) all are saved, au ord.
tug to your theory, that ought set to
keep you front loving and serving
Chrimt. Do nut refuse to reline ilatir.c
localise all the others, necordingt yeur
theme', ere going to lel ashen, You
may have a different theta"? its en elem.


























































































The Fountain of Youth.
all ietnembog





with him in hio
search. Youth



















time, is not the result of accumulated ye-ars;
it is the effect of wrong living and unhealthy
blood. When the blood is pure and fresh
the body a-ill be full of youth.
Thousands of people who seemed to have
lost their youth by dieease and suffering
have found it again through the use of Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, the
most perfectly natural and scientific rejuve-
nator of the physical forces ever known to
medical science.
It gives the blood-making organs power to
make new bl.)0d, full of the life-giving red
corpuscles which drive out disease, build
up fresh tissue, solid muscular flesh end
healthy nerve force. It gives constitutional
power, deep and full and strong; rounds
out hollow cheeks and emaciated forms;
gives plumnness, color and animation.
It does not make flabby fat like cod liver
nil. On this account, it is a perfect tonic
for corpulent people.
• It aids digestion and the natural action of
the liver, and by fin..ding the nerves with
highly vitalised b!...o,1 banishes nervous-
nese, neuralgia and insomnia.
Where a constipated condition exists, the
"Discovery" should be u.:ed in conjunction
with Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets, which are
the most perfect, mild and natural laxative
in the world. There is nothing else "just
as good." There is nothing that will do the
work o thoroughly, surely and comfortably.
•
A Never-die.
The "life-time" of Dr. Bull's Cough
Syrup will never draw to a close.
When a mother once uses it, she con-
tinues its use right along; because, she
found, for curing cough, cold, croup anal
whooping-cough Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup
unequalled liy any other similar med-
icine. "I have used Dr. Bull's Cough
Syrup, for ten or fifteen years in the
family, for coughs and throat troubles
caused by colds, and have found no
superior article." Mrs. D. T. Clarke,
1G3 Congress St., Cleveland, 0. Dr.
Bull's Cough Syrup can be had every-
where for 25 cents. Dealers will say
they have something else "just as
good or better," because they want to
make more profit. Don't be "taken




ffid Mutual Benefit Life
Of Newark, New Jersey.
See their new contract.
Everything in the contract.
Loans ad Real Estate
Are Specialties With Us....
Office on West side North Main, near
Court-house. Hopkinsville, Ky.
Foil Til L. SKEPTICAL.
REV, DR. TALMAGE PREACHES ON "A
SHATTERED FAITH."
- -
An old Iliselosary In Conumasol of the
ship--Thembeirtosil Theories and (onuses,
Sense Facte—Selaing on the First Thing
That Or In Time of Peril.
Da FrNlarT SPRiNt:s, Fla., Feel. 21.-
After moue years of invitation Dr. Tal-
mage preaches today at this great Cheu-
engine. Front all parts of the south the
people are assembled. The stennon is
mightily helpful for those who find it
hard to believe everything. Dr. Tan
ra:we returns this week to Washington.
Te -object of this sermon is "A Stint-
t I eth" and the text Acts xxvii,
4 4 . some on broken pieces of the
ship."
Never off Goodwin sands or the Slur-
ries or Cape Hatteras was a ship in
worse predicament than, in the Mediter-
ranean hurricane, was the grain ship on
which 276 paesengers were driven on
the coast of Malta, five miles from the
metropolis of that island, called Citta
Vecchia After a two weeks' tempest,
when the ship was entirely disabled and
captain and crew had become complete-
ly demoralized, an old missionary took
command of the vessel_ He was small,
crooked backed and more eyed, accord-
tug to tradition. It was Paul, the only
unscared man aboard. He was no more
afraid of a Euroclydon teasing the Med-
iterranean sea, now up to the gates of
heaven and mew elukiug it to the gates
of bell, than be Was afraid of a kitten
playing with a string. He ordered them
all down to take their rations, first ask.
lug for them a blessing. Tin ii he ineu•
ad all their lives, telling them they
• siiSl r noted, and, PO far from lose
•!6.•./all, they would not low to
tuneh .•*. • :our hair as you could cut off
with k of the scissors-nay. not
a the t of it, whether it were gray
wiee w or golden with youth. "There
s.. . a hair fall from the head of
any of you."
Peal In Command.
Knowing that they can never get to
,!.,:red pert, they make the sea OH
t. ' tenth night black with over-
t:. • -au cargo, eo that when the ship
st: _les it will not strike so heavily. At
daybreak they saw a creek and in their
exigency resolved to make for it. And
in they cut the cables, took in the two
Paddles they had on these old bouts and
hoisted the mainsail so that they might
come with such fume as to be driseu
high up Oil the heeseh by none. fertunate
billow. There she gut* tunalaling to-
w ic t ho rtx,ks, HOW !Ism fiareintate
foremost, now tolling over
to e &Hoard, wee over to the lur•
boar: •a %VW devalue clear elver
the II Slid it maws a. if the old entft
has se set forever. But up she comes
again. Paul's arms areund a mast, he
erws: "All is welL that has given me
a.. elose that sail with me." ('rash
' ' • 6••r. w, with such force that it
1,r• , mast. Crash went the
ere till the seas rushed through
fess side to side of the vessel She
pew. amidships, and into a thousand
f: 1.:1:1,nrs the veasel goes, and into the
• . • - e immortals are precipitated.
them had been brought up on
e. weave and had learned to
a.... with their chins just above the
• end by the strokes of both arms
euesion of both feet they put
• f'. .r the beach and reached it. )3tit
a. , r those others! They have never
ieareed te- on, or they were wounded
ta roe of the mast, or the nerv-
e •,- es too great for them. And
e teen- been weakened by long sea-
• -k at will become of them?
so piece of a rudder," says
Paul to one. "Take that fragment of a
• KKV4 Paul LO another. "Take
that :ea ae, ..f Castor and Pollux."
•plank from the lifeboat"
'Tea.' •-• Sang and head for the
teach it a struggle for life in the
break, ' i, the merciless waters,
bow raw . ....op over the heads of men,
wouteu wet ,•hildren! Hold on there!
Almost r Keep up your courage,
Rn611.1*61.111wr '. I., Paul told you. There
the recealtwe e we on the beach leaves
in the 4.11,,: Li whole family. There
crawls up et of the surf the centurion.
Thore 8.11Ct!,. r plank comes in. with a
life cline:se feat to it. There another
toes, I shattered vessel, with its
freeze ein f an immortal none They
meet time all IIP lfilT(641. Yes;
fa, ill last of all, for he had
teal, • ;., , erg the resit, the old nitoi-
•i i• %Jot/ whom' the Water from les
• -urct and cried out, "Thank God,
41.. .Lrli Isere!"
floe view seearest.
oil i 1 it fire and call the
rolL . odds a fire, and when the
:eke begin to crackle, and,
• • sitting around the blaze,
the pas,. • rs begin to recover from
their   1 the wet clothes begin to
dry :nth begins to come into
se. -ring passengers, let the
pe 7-4 vessel go round and see if
• ' ,,,,- poor creatures are miming.
• : I the crowd that were plunged
11,1, , -Lei sea. How it relieves our anxiety
as a e read: "Some on broken pieces of
the ship. And so it came to pass that
they escaped all safe to land."
Having on previous occasions looked
at the other passengers, I confine myself
today to an examination of those who
came in on broken pieces ef the ship.
There is something about them that ex-
cites in me an intense interest. I am
not so much interested in those that
could swim. They get ashore. as I ex-
pected. A mile of water ii not a very
great undertaking for a strong swim-
mer, or even two miles are not. But I
cannot stop thinking about those on
broken pieces of the ship.
The great gospel ship is the finest of
the universe and can curry more pas-
eengers than any craft ever constructed,
and you could no more wreck it than
you could wreck the throne of God Al-
mighty. I wish all the people would
come aboard of her. I could not promise
a smooth voyage, for ofttimes it will be
tempestuous or a chopped sea, but I
could promise safe arrival fur all who
took passage on that e4reat Eastern, so
called by rue because its commander
came out of the east, the star of the
east a badge of his authority.
But 3 vast multitude do not take ree-
nter passage. Their theology is broken
in pieces, and their life is broken in
pieces, and their habits are broke n in
pieces, and their world and spiritual
proimects are broken in pieces, and yet
I believe they are going to reach the
shining shore, and I am eneouraged by
the experience of those people who are
spoken of in the text "Some on broken
wienes of the ship."
One object in this sermon is to en •
conrage all those who cannot take the
whole system of religion as we believe
It, but who really believe something,
tai tome ashore on that one plank.
I do me underrate the valite of a great
theological system, but where in all
the Bible is there anything that says:
Believe in John Cahill and thou shalt
be settee? cr, believe in Arrninids and
thou shalt be saved? or. believe in synod
of Dort and thou sbalt Le Keyed? pr, be-
lieve in the Thirty-eine Articles and
thou shalt be tweed? A man may be or-
thodox and go to he..1, or ha terociox and
go to heaven. The man who in the deep
affection cif his leen arcepts Christ is
aaved, and the man who (lose cot accept
bin] is lost.
One Central Fact.
I believe in both tlie II . lberg and
Westminster catechieme, and I wish you
all did, hut you may believe te nothing
they coutain except the one idea, that
Christ cave to save sinuere, Lite that
you are ene cf them, und you are in.
stanely TOSeTI011. If you Can COMO in on
the grand old ship, I would rather have
you get aboard, but if you can only find
a piece of wood as keg as the human
body, or a piece as to. ale as the out-
spread human arms, and either of them
is a piece of the erase, come in on that
piece. Tens of thousands of people are
today kept out of the kingdom of God
het-anis they cannot le'lieve everything.
I am talking with a man thoughtful
about his soul who has lately traveled
through New England and passed the
night at Andover. Ile says to me, "I
cannot believe that in thiss life the des-
tiny is irrevocably fixed; I think there
will be another eppertanity of repent-
ance after death." I say to him: "My
brother, what baa that to do with you?
Don't you realize that the man who
waits for another chance after death
wben he has a good chance before death
is a stark fool? Had not you better take
the plank that is thrown to you now
and bead far shore rather than wait fer
a plank that may by invisible hands be
1Pgir* lig /.9u-JatOT.71111 al?
biosphere from that which where Is
but you are not therefore bind
from action.
Because yam theory of light is 4
cot from others do not refuse tee opeu that eue plank. "retitle eau broken pieces
your eyes. Because your theory olf air I of the seep."
is different you do not refuse to La•Othe. I you admit you are all broken up.
Because your theory about the s Ilar , ape decade cf your life gout. by, two
system is different you do not sfuse I decades, three decades, foer decades, a
to acknowledge the north star. Oily Imo" century, twritape three-quarters of
should the fact that your theol
theories are different hinder you
acting upon what you know? I
have not a whole ship fastened
theological drydocks to bring y
wharfage, you have at least a
"nom() on broken pieces of the phi
"But I don't believe in revi
Then go to your room, and all
with your door locked, give your
to God, and join some church
the thermometer never gets highe
fs0 in the shade. ! more day, one more hour-come in en
"But I do not believe in bapt sm!" , then. Perhaps; if you get to heaven God
Come in without it and settle that mat- ; may let you go out on crue great mie-
ter afterward. "But there are itoeusuy , Won to some other world, where you
Inconsistent Christians!" Then come ' can wanewbat atone' for your lack ei
inouxi show them by a good example I service in this,
how professors should act. "But hdon't 1 From many a deathbed I have sent
believe in the Old Testament!" Then : the hands thrown up in deploratiou
come in on the New. "But I don t like , something like this: "3.1y life has been
the book of Romaine." Then mime in I wasted. I had good mental faculties
on Matthew or Luke. Refusing tel come land flue social position and great oppor-
to Christ, whom you admit to be the : tunity, but through Worldiuess and neg.
Saviour of the lost, because you elanuot let all has gone to wane save these
admit other things, you are like e man few remainieg hours. I now accept et
out there in that Mediterranean teaupest 'Christ and eliall enter heaven through
and tossed in the Melita breaketw, re- his mercy, but alai, ales, that when I
fusing to come ashore until he cauirneud might have euterta the haven of eternal
the pieces of the broken ship. II hear rest a ith it full cargo, anal been greeted
him say: "I won't go in on antral theme by the waving hands of a multitude' in
planks until I know in what partof the whew' putheetia u I had borne a blessed
ship they belong. When I can t*tt the part, I nowt conft s I 'law enter the
windlass in the right phew and Ottani harbor of heaven im broken paves of
art, and that keel piece, where It briongs, the ship,"
and that !nor timber right, and
repots untatigled, I will go ambito,
an old soldier, and know all abou
for 60 years, and as went as I
the venial idlisit in le smi shale'
come iu." A man drifting by ou
of wood overhear); him and says:
will drown before you get that 41p re-
constructed. Better do as I am doing. I
know nothing about ships, amid never
saw one before I came on board( this,
and I cannot swim a stroke, but! I am
going ashore on this shivered tiniber."
The man in the offing, while tryleng to
mend his ship, goes down. Tleh man
who trusted to the plank is savedI Oh,
my brother, let your smashed up tevstern
of theology go to the bottom, white you _
come in on a splintered spar! "Some Iwerenew ,.....,-T„.. ,....
on broken pieces of the ship."
Tim Victorious Banner, 1
You may get all your difficulties set-
tled as Garibaldi, the magnetic Italian,
got his gardens made. Wheu tile war
between Austria and Sardiuia bre
he was living at Capnwa, , a very
and uncultured island home,
went forth with his sword to achi
liberation of Naples and Sicil
gave 9,000,000 people free gove
under Victer Emmanuel Gar
after being absent two years fee
prera, returned, and when he up
eel it he found that his home
Victor Emmanuel, as a scarp
Edenized. Trimmed shrubbe
taken the place of thorny nitrite
dens the place of barrenness,
old rookery' in which he once liv
given way to a pictured mansion.
I tell you if you will come and
under the bennee of our Victor E
net and followhim through thi
thin and fight his battles and
his sacrifices you will find after
that he has changed your heart
jungle of thorny slaptisistu into
atm all abloom with luxuriant ji
you have never dreamed of-f
tangled Caprera of sadness into
disc of God.
I do not know how your thee
system went to pieces. It may
your parents started you with en
plank, and you believe little o
ing. Or they may have been o
and severe in religious (lintel
cracked you over the head with a
Wok. It may be that some
business who wiz a member of a
gelieal church played in you
that distrusted you with religi
may be that you have aseocia
have talked against Christianity
preeence until you atre "all at
yen dwell 111,TO on things that
ion believe than on thines you
lieve. You are in one respect hi
Nelson, when a giglial was lift
he wished to di4regard and he
sea gists to his blind eye and
really do not see the signal."
hearer, put this fieldgla..ss of the
no lenger to your blind eye, line
cannot see, but put it to your oth
the eye of faith, and you wills.*
and he is all you need to Fee.
If you can believe nothing el
certainly believe in vicarious; eu
for you see it alinotit every day
shape. The steamship Knickerle
the Cromwell line, running
New Orleans and New York,
great storms, and the captain an
saw the schooner Mary D. Cm
Philadelphia in distress. The
cold, the waves mountain high, t
officer of the steamship and fern
put out in a lifeboat to save the
the schooner, and reached the yes
towed it out of danger, the win
Mg to that the schooner WWI save
the five men of the steamship
back, their boat capsized, yet
again and came on, the sailors;
with ice. The boat capsized agaip, and
three times upset and was righteti, and
a line was thrown the poor fellotts, but
t, and a g:tt wave rolledre
their hands were frozen so their could
not grasp i 
over them, and they went down never
to rime again till the sea gives p its
dead. Appreciate that heroism . e salt
sacrifice of the brave fellows I who
can, and can we not rotpreei the






• -. o. Oh, tha• lee a,
ness of the night and the thunder of
the temp( it into which Christ plunged
for our rescue!
Cling to the Cross.
Come in on one narrow beam of the
crows Let all else) go mid clieg to that;
put that under you, and with the ear-
nestness of a sw intim'. struggling fur his
life put out for shore. There is a great
tearta fire of welcome already built,
and already many, who were as far out
us you are, are standing in its genial
and heavenly glow. The angels of God's
reeeue are wadiog out into the surf to
entail your hand, and they know how
exhnusted yea ire, and an the redeemed
poslieals if heaven me co the beach
with law se bete toLesto ele the all those
who oone iu en broken pieces of the
ship.
My sympathies nre for melt all the
more because I was naturally skeptical,
lispesed to question everything about
this life aud the next, and was in dan-
ger of tic lag farther out to sea than any
of the 2 Pt in the Mediterranean Lreak-
era anal I was sometimes the anneyance
of my theological professor becausio I
asked so many questions. But I came
iu on a plank. I knew Christ was the.
Saviour of sinner; and that I was a sin-
ner, and I got ashore, end I do net pro-
pene to go out on that sea again. I have
not for 30 minute's di-ewes-eel the contro-
verted points of alto:leery in 30 years,
and during the rest of my life I do not
propose to diners them for 119 seconds.
I would rather in a mud SCOW try to
weathe r the worst cyclone that ever
swept up foam the Caribbean, thmi
risk my immortal soul In and
Perilous tliecuseit'us iu which rune. If
lay brethren la the Plillistry are itelnho
I ee Tha.y 111111 lilt nie of a company of
metiers seuming int the Ratnegate pier
head, from which the Mehemet ere
usually launched, and «silly discussing
the differeht styles of oarlocks and hew
deep a boat ought to set in theowater
while a hurrieune i in full blast and
there are three 'steamers crowded with
passengere going to pieces in the aline.
An old tar, the' museles of hie ftun we-ek-
ing with nervous excitement, cries out:
'Tins is no tizue to dieeuss oath timings.
....
a century- gene. The hoar hand and the
minute hand of your clock of life are
almost parallel, and soon it will be 12
and your day ended. Clear discouraged
are you? I admit it is a sad thing to
give all of our lives that are worth any-
thing to sin and the devil and then at
, hist make God a present of a first rate
'corpse. But the past you cannot recover.
Get ou beard that old ship you never
with Have you only one more year left,
one more mouth, one more week, OLIO
a
cold and into 'a more overwh
surge to bring us out of nenit
into everlasting aneety? The way
man hate rolled over him itimsn
and the wave of hellish 617 vl
Sitio there are an mmy struggling in
the wan s ut sin and wtrrow uutl wre (eh
whesse,1 t all else go but selvatiou for
tune mid selvation forever.
4 awns Mints
I bethink myself OM there ere some
here se In as' mapartunny or whose life is
it men, wn cle and Os have only a
51121111 !Mee het. Yon started in
with ell toils a t, aunt everything protte
• teal a gourd voyage, but you have
, sailed in the wrong (hellion or have
foundered on a, ruck. You have only it




The tame of the sturgeon's knife is be-
coming so general. resulting fatally
la such a large number of ca.ees, as to
oceasion general alarm.
Mr. Wi,liant Walpole, of Walshtown,
:South Dakota, writes; "About
three years ago,there came under
my lelt eye a little biota h about the
size of a small pea.







cer, and said that it
must be cut out.
This I would not
*‘4iconsent to, having
little faith in the
• indiscriminate use of the kit fe. Read-
ing of the many cures none- ey S. S.
S., 1 determined to give ,!•..e. .edicine
a trial, and after I had 04.— it a few
days, the cancer be.,:.anie .•,i.teel and
began to discharge. Thus a. ler awhile
ceased, leaving a small scab, which
finally dropped off, and only a healthy
little scar icinaitted to marl( the place
where thedestroyerhaellicell'ull sway.
,A Real Blood Remedy.
Cancer is in the find end it is folly
, toexpect an operation taaenre it. S.S.S.
(ewaretotked purely vete/able is a real
remedy fee .every
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Man the lifeboat! %.% no will volunteer? I Evansville : Om th
Out with her into the surf! Pull, my 
ry 6Itet it 4„ "a v :trz 1:14 "
lads; pull fer the wreck! He, ha! Now 
L. 
v. Correen ne
we have them. left them in and ley we. wew...„,wee 7 as ", el •
them down en the Inttom f the boat. Lv, Deena,' ti ; • •
Jack, you try to bring thm Marion e to. Put ht. o "
these fliumels eround their heads and LT. Prineetrin 19f1; •. 1 1 • .
feet, and I will pull fur the slaw. God Are. llopkintiville I, :-(` .. -,e :to p.am
help me! Vend Lauded! Mina?" NORTH se'r'er
No. e (lefty hO. 4 daily
v. Hopkinsvilie Il ele ,h3 P
61z; ff '• -rive 4 eX
lessee 4:42
Lv, leierion ? ;8! ' 41 '
I,v. DeXoyen ti i '? '6
Moreau/kid P.oe ' 12 '
Lv. CorytInn 7:41 "
Hetelerann 9 e'S
Arr. die 10 .go "
CND/N.1'0%CW e-
NORTis IN•,vo
Lv, Atorgantielet N:10 a. se ?On p n
Are. uninutown :g3 a. Lei 40 p. n,
soots; Boum,.
LT. Unioetown 7:S6 a. es.. 'Web p m
Arse Morgaefie.ld 7 Wel e in 130 p.In
LOI7A.L FREIGHT T1AY/4164.
14T Prtneet on 7 715 a in eatly.
are. ilepkinessine egey
Lv. Hopkittervilit A p e daily.
Arv Inineeton n re. eeily.
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1.1 ti. I :•••! mi:eikv., that Hey-
man ever made was made by John
Carlisle when he left the Senate four
years ago.
Europe ha., souse growing pities. Thir-
ty years; ago Philadelphia was large r
than Berlin. but the Germain Capital is
now 500,000 ahead.
The Senate- may possibly spoil the ar-
bitration treaty, but the idea will unwell
on in spite of a legislative body that lute
seen better and brainier days.
The bridge at New York for which,
Preeideut Cleveland a weektor so ago I
signed a bill tapproprieting twenty mil-
lion dollars, is to be finished in WOO.
- - -
The seven thousand Cuban cigar-mak-
ers in Florida are tietermiedd that the
Cuban cause shall not width' smoke —
if they can prevent it. They are con-
tributing every dollar they earn above
what is required to Bement their fatui-
ties.
The sole of so inucit eiabama iron
and steel in England plays havoc with
the Protectionist theory. Alnbatua fur-
nace's now have orders flied that can't
be tined for some time because for the
lack of room on the ehips available to
them.
To cure A Ooiu lu ()no Day'
Tike Laxative Bronio Quinine Teblitts:
Alt ortiggioto retuuti tale motley If ti
teals to cure no
lit pretwotent Mr, ealcK•»ley with an
delta et bible the (oleo d people gnve hint
inure than he will ever give them. The
preesure of the "white trash" hi siring
0111004 is um great thin Mr. Ale tenth.,
a ill not have a en gle oftlee left by the
times ho gets around to ''the brother in
black."
Just try a 10e box of Casearets, tee
finest liver and .bowel reguletor ever
meth).
Alger that hie war record is
right. It that leas true, why did he re
sign fool the army when the War De-
:ore/sere complaiut of hie enterier
011ms-ordered an iuvoitigation? A
man with a clean, clear reeord would
never have resigned pending an envesti-
gation of that record.
huts Curs ror Fits.
Nvw remedy by a pructicing physi•
1.11114 isoitively cures Idle Eptlepsy, etc.
'Protege. and oomph' beetle free. Dr.
IL Herr, 381 theft Mil St., Now York.
--me. C
A record tif atielitents kept by the rail.
road (111Ie ae show a dint people are is,
ing killed lit the ritte of ho a year by
falling electric ligi,t and trolley win.s.
In 1495 1th patenengere were killed fa,
train accidents in the United Settee.
Accordieg to these stati-ties traveling
by rail is less dangerous than witliriug
under the wiree of the lighting and
treetion companies.
_
Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey ennthinee
new mei valuable medical regencies. It
advances a new theory in the treatment
of coughs, wilds. lung mad bronchial ad-
feetions. It cures and cures quickly. It
affords immediate relief to cousomp.
heel; and many who were thought to
have consumption have been cured by
its use. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
_soups e see.-
The arbitration treaty has nothine
whatever to do with the financial or any
other qnestion. It ought to stand on its
own merits in the Senate, as ti does be-
fore the people and if it is a good memo
are it should be approved after a full
and fair discussion. There it; no reason
why the opinion of any smell le man Off
the financial quo anion should make him
oppose' better safeguards for peace and
harmony between the two most rower-
f ul mations of the earth.
Rheumatism. Cured In a Dar.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheuniation and
Neuralgia radically cares in 1 to 8 days.
Its melon upon the system is remarkable
end turn-ensue. It retrieves at mice the
'nose and the disease immeetiately die-
%peewee. The first dupe genetic, benefit.;
hi cents' Sold by It. C. lIentwick Drug-
gist IlopkinsvIlle
In showing that the South and West
have not as ninch money it. the East,
Controller of Curlew.), illekles telly
showed whet everybody ktiew before,
rti• South and Woe needing more
mntioy, should have it, mai Mr. LAIL*
,shut the other kilt tubers of the present
admiaistration know-it g that as they do
were gnilty of a greet wrong when they
'lid all they could during the last Prete
dential campaign to prevent those sew-
tdus of the country from getting more
money, which could has beau done by it
te tura to the bimetallic system.
Everybody has a cold sometime-
Your turn will (some. Keep a bottle of
Or. Beies Pine Tar Honey at hand anti
he prepared for au emergency. This
fatuous remedy will cure a cold before
•t gets fairly started or after it has Set
tied. The sooner you take it the Keener
yea get well. Seed by It C. Iferewick.
The United States Depatttnent of ag-
riculture gives the following as the to-
tal product and total value of six of the
country's leading staple* for the aver-
ego of eight years ending with 1895, ap-
proximately : Corn, 1,863,060,000 bush-
els, value le50.060.000; hay, 51,200,00u
tons, value eS-1,000,000; wheat, 470,-
000,000 buthe s, valne $332,000.000; cot-
ton, 3 750 000,Cert I runds, value t276,-
000,000 ; oats, 688,000,000 bushels, value
#260,000,600; potatoes, le7,0(0,000 bush-
els, value e90,000,000. Tobacco has a
total value less th In half that of pota-
toes.
_ 
Incipient consumption Is reared by Dr
dell's Pines Tar Holley. Itetiatuattou is
allayed and the clogging of the lungs is
stopped. When this accomplished the
roaa to heulth is a straight oue. Get a
bottle to day. bold by iii. C. • Hard-
wick.
-.Ass -11Ps•-,..—
The Department of Agriculture, in
estimate it has just published, puts the
total American corn crop last year at
2,2o3,000,000 bushels, which oi well
above the immense crops of 1889, 1e91
and 1895. Large quantities of this crop
are still unmarketed, though the people
of India are dying of famine by the
thousands every week. The great and
wealthy British Government that has
made billions upon billions of dollars
taut of India Amulet be ashamed to allow
starvation to stalk abroad in that land
while there are so many millions of
bushels of eon in the United States
that could be bought for a remarkably
small price, Tilt! Englishinau, however.
loves his gold too well to part w th it
simply ti save the lives of a few hun-
dred thousand people who have done
much to wake hint as wealthy as he is
Croup, the great enemy of childhood,
succumbs at once to the soothing influ-
ence of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honep.Bron-
ehial affections lose their danger when
This great reniedy is at hand. No home
should be without it. Sold by R. C.
leardwick.
Journalistic slips are not allowed to
pass unnoticed in Kentucky. If a news-
paper falls into an error it is always the
proper thing to set the matter right. As
an example, here is a personal-very
personal-card that a resident of Green-
ville caused to be inserted in a weekly
paper published at that place: "I de-
sire to make a correction of the account
published in your last week's issue re-
lating to my marriage. It was stated
that when I was niarried I had on nay
world's fair sot. This was a misteke.
I did not have on my world's fair sox
at that time, but wore a pair of cotton
sox that was presented to me by my
grandfather, Col. Jacob Leigh. My
grandfather, who was a soldier of the
war of 1812, had worn them at the great
battle of New Orleans and he gave them
to me as a relic."
-To say something one thing, to
rossve it is another. We can't pros e
that Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey is ti e
us at tough remedy on earth unless ye
will Li) it. If yon do this and delft
-were e, ea as $4,31 g, veer tuoney 1 t ck
sea ouy 4.y R. 0. Hard-.. .
free. Ario • f -.14171 n







Wa !Visit 1..1 assitien ad users of Senna,
Liver ieeesaleter en ) 5:ljeet efthe deep,
intereet tele Iowa:nova tel their health--
le:bee+ t hese. The stale pr..pr.ete
awl treeeers eiparesens liver female: •
te ern that ea en. ineerede. tie* d
leiyine ate edolig Seto tectlielne ot a
sender appearance or loIde, 1, lies' fig II tc
be Simmons Liver Revelator. We warn
you that enless ihts v.-oel Pt gulater is en
the bottle, that 11 1$ not Simmons
Liver P.enteet •r. No one else aisles, or
ever lisr met- Simmer's hives %Tula ter, or
anything c Stamen% liver Rep-114.-T,
but J. 11. Lahti etCa,. find medie;ne matte
by any etc C'ro if 64 j Vs air riP can
put it up, and eve cermet la trwonsible, ii
ether rue:linnet re resented as the seme do
lot !We you as yeu are le..1 to expect they
w Ii, Boer ties lect well in temei, ewe] have
beenib the hist+, ef manes tr etliClilf. which
yousunposesi In Simmens Dyer Begula-
tor, b •eneee 01,4 name was serriewhat like
;t, and the pokage del fe t have the word
Peteuletor on it, yeu have Leen itniosed
ep an aid have not been Inking Simmers
Liver Segni it er lit all. The Ea pulater has
teen tevorabls known for rntey years, and
ill who use it know low receesary it is for
Feves and Agee 13ilious Fever, iSenstipa-
Lien, Despeesia, amid all disorders
whew (rem a Die-easel Liver.
We ask von te leek for yourselves, and
sic that Suunneas lever Begulater, which
sett cea readily dietinguish by the Bed Z
on wrapper, and by our name, isethe only
mei:Oise called Senn:yes 1 leer hegubiabr.











Protects the ?di in
-tonne from Cold.
Restores the
e f taste wlCOLD 1,1 HEAD smi,',% ° 
a. Gives Re-
lief at emcee awl III will cure.
A particle is applied directly into the
!metres, is egreeable. oo cents la Drug
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GIVEN AWAY!!
A Copy of
Printed on full size sheet
music. Bounded " nicely.
Price $1 00.
HOW TO GET IT PREM.
svnd riti $1 for the DAILy
N ERA 10woks or for tho
Wookly I year foul wo will






N111.LIIM B. N ELY,
A z orney-A t-Law.
iergeet I3uileling - - Main St
Uneter Weed. Hunter Wood, .TT
IIUNTLIt WOOD & SON,
A t orn eys-A t-La w.
Office in Hopper Bloek, up stairs ove
Planters Bank
HOPKINSVILLE, - - KENTUCKY
JOHN FELAND,
Attorney, - At - Law,
OFFICE: Old Berk Building, cernet
5th and Main Ste
C. ANDLRSON.„filiictal tiraPoiltei to ,10)
Offiee OVPT Planters Bank. Offiee
home; nom to 11 a M., ft re 4 /,
Et. I. woonill, D
a.. a. s as---aisaeiese
YSWIA N
, AND SURGEON-
DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.
OFFICE 
Ragsdale and cooper Building
thee its: $10 to; 2 CO 4.
'Telephone No. 182
—
• L • AYE YOO
leers In Mouth, 114,-Faillr_gl Write C00
NM F.D Y CO.. UOT Ilaseale Te m p : •
%tense, III. tar proofs of corm
sin!• Is.100,00b. Worst wee en -ed
• 410 Si days. 100-fotee honk (,'e
L. & N. Time Table,
NORTH ROUND
No. 52 arrives 9:30 a m. Fast Mail
No. 92 arrives 10:31 a ill Express
No. 56 arrives 8:30 p m Accomruodaen
No 54 arrives 10:00 pm Mail
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 53 arrive.% 6:07 a m
No. M lesves 7:30 a m
No. 51 arrives 6:49 p mn





Via, Ohio Valley Ry.
In connection with the 0. 0. en S. W
and Illinois Central, to Louisville, Clin,
cinnati, Memphis, New Crimes and
points beyond.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5 :20 a. m. 2:53 p.m
Ar. Paducah 12:00 noon 5:50 p.m
Ar. Memphis 6:41) p. m. 7:10 am
Ar. New Orleans 7:40 a, m. 7 :30 p.m
LOIliST 11:11) p. rn
Ar. Cincinnati .6:40 a. m
Close connections made at Princeton
with through anal vestibule trainh, car-
rying Pullman Buffet Weepers, and
free reclining chair cars.
B. F. Mitchell, E. N, Sherwood,
1, e. Agt.
Ev.e. i . Hopkins...Me
CALLS i;r4 A -FAKIR.
Says the Pug Offered Him
Big Money.
SHARKEY'S SENSATION
Somening Abeu the Big Mill Waich Takes
Place March 17.
^
San Francisco, Feb, 20 -2 :15 p. m.-
-A big sensation was sprung this morn-
ing in sporting circles.
In an interview this morning, Toni
Sharkey stated that Jiitit Corbett is a
fakir.
The sailor cliiinvO that Corbett ap-
proached him with a proposition to sell
out and offered to pay hint a large sum
of money to pretendfto be knocked out
;O. a stated round. !
Sharkey's statemebts are accepted l' s
true by many of theisporting fraternity.
mid the tide is tin-nil:1g in the West ill
Fitzsimmons' favors
A uumber of sports V lio heel put
money on Carle tt atm now hedging.
Sharkey expects t6 challenge the win-
ter of the mill.
The pities for tele Amphitheatre bar
been accOpted, a Situ Francisco arche
reel carrying off the prize. The build-
ing will be differeei in uppearance from
any structure used Dar the same purpose
In shape it is to be 0 perfsct octagon.
The ring will occur a central square
and in a parallel minaret outsele of it
will be e40 boxes and prees stands. Con•
verging from all eiece of the walls to
the edge of this outaiale rquare wit rur
twelve very large sections, rising grad-
ually in height to the sides of the encloo
ere. and giving he whole interior
somewhat the ilTect of a whole= Eitel,
,
of thou, sections wet hold 2,000 people,
tie, square cirell»g the ring hsving a
avating ammumodutiou for 4,000 or
mum The ring 10 to bo pliChoil at a
height of five feet, soil t ho seat. for the
accommodation of Members of the press
will be placed direcitly under it.
-4—
Carson, Neb., Feb. 20.-Toeley Coe
bett put in some time at the opera
house boater, wrestling, etc. He said
he felt no ill effectsoto far as a result of
exercisieg in the rarified atmosphere
at this elevatiots.. Work has not
yet been commended on the amphi-
theater, but there will be plenty
of time before March 17th, as the
edifice is to be merely a temporary
one and a large force can rush it up in a
few days. It was seated to-day that
there will be 17.000 seats in the building
and that the fight can be seen front any
one of them. Now that Corbett is here
and has been seized up more or less fa-
vorable, the arrival of his rival, Bob
Fitzsimmons, is anxiously awaited. The
New Zealander will probably not tarry
long at Carson, as his establishment
at Cook's ranch will be all ready for him
by the time he arrives here.
Salt Lake, 'Utah, Web. 20.-A large
crowd greeted Bob Fitzsimmons at the
Grand Opera House last night. Ile
gave an exhibitiou of bag punching and
wrestled for ten unto:nes with Eartott
Roeber. In his prectice with Hickey,
his spat ring path*, he gave an illur-
trittion of how he *noeb t a out Melee.
eta! Sharkey. Tlie pugilist appeared
to be its inridi Ilahting coollition. llo
eft for the Web% 14 noon today.
There are-sonWt;sio—ple who are never
peseta., in iteythinig. It is lways, °I
(ain't know" or "I guess so." There is
oworld of such reeple, and it is if fresh-
nag someone s to hear a person speak as
one have e oavictiops. like Mr. Chats. F.
Snyder, of Bangor; Pa., who wrote: -1.
can heertily reeoutnieud Simmons Liver
Regulator to all who are troubled with
Dyspepsia en Liver Complaint.
' 
The Scientific AMerican suggests that
on January 1, la00 a new division of
the year ire° 13 +nth,: be iristituted,
the first twelve months...to have twenty.
eight days, and the nett- month twenty-
nine days, and thirty in leap years. The
changes of the moen would be on about
the same Weis threughout the ye:wetted
many ealculationetwould be simplified.
, .... .
Dr. Bell's Piee Tar Honey cures
(soughs for epuiag end old. Most cough
twedieines wmply eelp you cough. Dr
lieles Pine Tar Hooey helps you net to
ceugh. See the difference? World
von like to try it ?I It is particularly
valuable fof those a who can not stand
the strain of conghOng. Ask your drag-
gist ter it. Take substitute. , There
is nothieg as good as Dr. Bell's Pine
TarHolley. Good raggiete sell it. Sold
lo 
by R. C. Hardwicke
It is estimated thtat the turkey trade
of the United Steles exceeds $12,00,000
annually. The greateet of the turkey-
growing States mei Illinois, Pennsylva-
nia, New York, Clihio, Indiana. Iowa,
Missouri, Kansas, Ikentecky, Temicasee
and Texas. IthodiaIsland produced but
11,656 turkeys in 1490, but the flavor cif
the bird raised ini that little State is
well-known to epieures.
Most druggists sell you what you ask
for. Some will ask you to take some-
thing which the' et claim is "just as
good." Sometime,* a little more profit
'netuces them to do this, Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey is the hcst cough, cold and
grip cure. After ou try it once you
will like it too wellto accept any sub-
stitute. Sold by K C. Hardwick.
L.
The States Weee of the Mississippi
river are taking eery little interest in
the inauguration. They know full well
what little showing the West will get
under the McKinley Administration,
and it is greatly to;be hoped that treat-
ment accorded that section will cause
its people to look beck over the past add
see how very, very little they have re-
ceived for their blind devotion to the
Republican party, how, in fact, that de-
votion has been rePaid only by making
their burdens harder to bare. The fact
that the Republidan party turned its
back squarely upon them the very first
time that they 'ever really demanded
that their interests be considered ought
to be sufficient to oanse them to forever
renounce the Republican party and con-
nect themselves with the Democratic,
organization, becatise their only hope of
ever improving their wretched condi-
tion lies entirely in the triumph of the
principles for which the Democratic
party has fought for nearly a hundred
years. Help through the Populist party
is entirely out of the question, because
that will never beceme a national party
that is, in the sense that it will ever
stand any chance of electing ifs nomi-
nees for the Presidency and Vice Presi-
dency. The sooner the States West of
the Mississippi river unite themselves
with the solid Democratic South, the
sooner will they get the relief that they
now stand so greenly in need of. The
West and South have interests in com-
mon and when they once unite soliely
under the Democratic banner they will
be victorious.
TO CURB A COLD IN 010($ DA
Ta re Laxative Brorao Quinine Tabletet
All druggists refund the money if it
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Cirri' MIL MI 4a VZ.
FIRE-PROF W.RItEHOUSE. ('or. Russellville Sad
Railroad Streets.
HOPKINS*, ILLY, - - - KENTUCKY.
I Libetal Advances on Cebsignments.
All Tobacco sent us Covered by Insurance.
NAT GAIT/11•1:. .T k MEI! WI cT. -
ITI1Eit & WEST,
auo E[EPV1[ll i iu.
Hopkinsville, KY.
Liberal alvahces made on Tobacco. Four months storage Pre.
4444.
ahlessiessee-
1-
